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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
to STATE STREET,

HE ONLY SAVINGS

ELLSWORTH,

BANK

IN

NEW

ME.

ELLSWORTH.

Commenced Business May 1, 187.1.

ast Dividend No. 68

at rate of 3 1-2 per cent

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
C R Cirone—City lunch room.
M C Fretz Austin—Wool for sale.
Bangor. Mb:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Augusta, Mb:
E A Strout^-Farina for sale.
Portland Mb:
The Twitchell-Champlin Co

worth for the

SALE.

east

dwelling and stable ; contains

.10 acres

Harbor,

running to

C. W. A F. L. Masox.

Old

friends of Allen Meader, of Eldora, Iowa, are glad to see him in Ellsworth again. He, with his daughter, Miss
Harriet, will spend two months in this

FIRE INSURANCE.
so

will there be need

honest, trustworthy

To-morrow being

postoffice

a

was

■«

J'-

insurance—the

kind you will get always with the
eighteen first-class companies of

a.

m., and

the
re-

Miss Harriet

teaching

in

Rollins, who has been
Amesbury, Mass., is home for

the summer vacation, Miss Helen Rollins
is expected home for the summer about
the middle of this month.

a

of the parents in Northeast Harbor
last Friday. The body was brought here
Sunday for interment.
home

iu.

Mrs. H. E. Davis is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. A. Bryant, in Waban, Mass.

▲. W. Packard, who recently sold bis
house on High street to the Mt. Desert
Transit Co., has bought the bouse of Mrs.
Katherine Staples on the same street. Mr.
Packard, who has been ill several weeks,
is slowly but surely improving.
Miss Cora Stevens, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Stevens, and William Pomroy, both of Ellsworth, were married

Mrs. Herbert Preble and three children,
of Old Town, are visiting Edward Card
and wife in this city.

3,

;,?t,s£i;jsas;?as^sr,i

1907.

second time in twenty-five years that
the international association has met in
this country.
the

Rev. V. F. Hendee, pastor of the Methodist church, went to Boston last week,
where he met Mrs. Hendee and their in
fant daughter, who returned here with
him Friday. At present they are boarding
with E. G. Hopkins on School street, but
will occupy the Redman house on Bridge
hill, which will soon be vacated by T. F.

Mahoney.
The Ellsworth schooner Nellie Grant,
Atlantic City, N. J., with lumber, while lying off Sandy Hook last week,
was fouled by an inbound tug from Philadelphia, with several barges in tow. The
jib-boom of the schooner was taken out
and the headgear carried away. The
Nellie Grant is commanded by Capt. Jefferson Smith.

THE GEO. H. GRANT CO.,

insurance that

trie light poles out of commission. The
telephone service was badly crippled*
many instruments being out of commission, but before night the company had
most of them in working order.
The Helpsomehow society was entertained in royal fashion by Mr. and Mrs.
Rodney Higgins at their new home on
Hancock street Monday evening.
After
indulging in the usuil games, the comthe jfinlng-room where
and cake \*rere served. Mrs.
Higgins was assisted by her sister, Mrs.
Arthur Abram, and Mrs. Will Qrindal in
serving. During the business meeting
plans were made and committees appointed for the entertainment which the
society plans to give in Hancock hall. A
fine phonograph added greatly to the
pany

called to

was

evening’s enjoyment.

The Ellsworth, dlnehill & Swan’s Island
Elira H., widow of William Clark, Steamboat Co. has taken the steamer
died Friday at the home of her daughter, Percy V. off the route to the island towns*
Miss Rose Clark, with whom she lived on and the service bas been discontinued.
the Surry road, aged eighty-five years. The company, which is composed of EllsTwo weeks ago Mrs. Clark fell on the steps worth men with the interests of the city
at her home, fracturing her hip.
The in- at heart, niAde a good fight to maintain
jury and shock to one of her advanced the service, even at personal loss. The
years proved fatal. Funeral services were line has never been a paying enterprise,
held Monday, Rev. S. W. Sutton officiat- but was of undoubted benefit to Ellsworth
and a convenience to the towns touched
ing.
Leander B. Dyer, of Oak Point, died at at. The loss this year of the mail-carrythe East Maine general hospital in Ban- ing contract, which was worth about $100
gor Friday, uged forty*six years. The re- a month, was a serious blow. The mail
mains were brought to Trenton, where route was discontinued by the governfuneral services were held at the Goose ment, together with many other similar
been
Cove church Monday, Rev. V. F. Hendee, I routes. The company has also
of the Ellsworth Methodist church offici- ; troubled in maintaining a regular schedatiog. Mr. Dyer leaves a widow, a ule by the tides in Union river. The
mother, four brothers and three sisters. steamer will be used for excursion busiHe was a native of Eastbrook.
ness, the first one being to dtonington on
the Fourth.
There will be an
excursion

from Ells-

Stonington by steamer Percy V. !
on the Fourth of July.
There is a big
celebration at Stonington for the Fourth.
to

COMING EVENTS*
ELLSWORTH.

Ellsworth at 7.30
Tuesday evening, July 9, at Hana. m.
As the number of passengers is
j cock hall—Entertainment under auspices
limited to seventy-five, tickets should be I
of Helpsomehow society, including amusobtained in advance at the office of O. W.
ing sketch, “Scenes in the Ellsworth
Tapley. Money will be refunded in case Union station.”
Admission, 15 cents;
storm prevents the steamer going.
children, 10 cents; reserved seats, 25.
Albert F. Brown, son of Dr. Daniel E !
Thursday, July 4—Excursion from EllsBrown and wife, of Brockton, Mass., and !
worth to Stonington by steamer Percy V.,
Miss Gertrude M. Curtis, of Roxbury, I
leaving Ellsworth 7.90 a. m.
Tickets,
Mass., were married at the home of an round
trip, fl.
aunt in Brockton Tuesday evening, June
Thursday, July 11, at Methodist vestry—
25. The bride, who recently underwent
Sociable and apron sale by ladies’ aid soan operation for
was too ill
The steamer will leave

Monday evening. The ceremony was performed by Rev. V. F. Hendee, pastor of
appendicitis,
the Methodist church, at his home.
to leave her bed, and the ceremony was
Hon. John B. Redman has opened law
at her bedside, only the parents
offices in the building on State street now performed
of the groom, a sister and aunt of the
Mrs. Martin Thorsen, with infant son, owned by him, known as the Eno buildbride, being present.
of Weehawken Heights, N. J., is visiting ing.
Judge Redman uas not resigned his
The marriage of Miss Isabel L. Hall,
her mother, Mrs. M. J. Tower.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, MAINE.
position in Washington, but will ultiand Lawrence O. Robbins, of WashingWilliam T. Moor, who has been in Wal- mately return to EUsworth permanently.
D. I'., took place at the home of the
Miss Bernice Dorr was a victim of last ton,
tham, Mags., since last September, has rebride’s mother, Mrs. Barlow
Hall, on
remain.
Ellsworth
to
railroad
near
to
accident
Waterturned
Saturday's
State street, Ellsworth, at 9 o’clock yesI
She
is
ville.
from
a
suffering
sprained
Miss Katherine Drummey left yesterday
terday forenoon. Only the immediate
for a visit of several weeks among rela- i ankle and an injured shoulder. Miss Dorr
family of the bride was present. The
was
flveto
Ellsworth
from
a
tives and friends in Massachusetts.
[ weeks'returning
ceremony was performed by Rev. R. B.
visit
in
and
Rhode
Massachusetts
Mathews, pastor of the Congregational
Harry E. Walker, principal of the high I Island.
A Policy absolutely without restrictions.
;
church. Mr. and Mrs. Robbins left at
) 1 school at Exeter, N. H., with Mrs. Walker,
APolicy with but One Condition, namely: the payment of premiums.
is at home for the summer vacation.
A Policy providing for thirty days of grace in the payment of premium.
1
j Mrs. A.A.K.andWhittemore and Misses noon for a wedding trip.
Alma Silsby arrived Sat; Elizabeth
A Policy with Privilege of Loans at five per cent, interest after Policy has been tn )
The Unitarian Sunday school is planColby is justly proud of the fact that
force t hree years.
urday, and will occupy the Richards home- tw o of its sons have been appointed to the
for an excursion to Mt. Desert Ferry,
ning
*
A Policy incontestable,
its
date.
from
of
premiums
except for non-payment
stead on Bridge hill for the rest of the supreme bench within the past
year.
A Policy
probably on Thursday of next week.
automatically non-forfeiting after three full years’ premiums have been
1 summer.
Justice Cornish is a graduate of
They were in the railroad Associate
paid.
\
in
and
has
been
of
one
L.
has
to
1876,
Colby
Miss
long
gone
Drummey
Mary
APolicy payable immediately on receipt of proofs of death in one sum, or in a 1
smashup near Waterville last Saturday, the trustees of the institution. The new
Winter Harbor, where she is employed as but
•elected number of instalments, or in annual instalments for life.
Arno W. King, of Ellsworth,
fortunately escaped injury.
appointee,
was in the class of 1883 at Colby, but left
telegraph operator at Grindstone Inn.
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy has been appointed
after one year and entered upon
George Porter Paine, while in Cam- assistant surgeon in the public health and college
the study of law. Both of them, as well
bridge last week, had conferred upon him marine hospital service for duty at Ells- as Associate
Justice Whitehouse, the other
man now on the bench, are memthe degree of M. A. by Harvard univer- worth, and Dr. F. F. Simonton has been
OF THE
ap- Colby
bers of the Colby chapter of the Delta
sity.
pointed a member of the board of pension Kappa
Epsilon
fraternity.—Kennebec
Mrs. 9. K. Whiting, Mrs. W. E. Whit- examining surgeons. Both these offices Journal.
for
Boston
left
and
little
held
yeswere
late
Dr.
L.
W.
the
daughter
Hodgkins.
ing
by
J udge John A. Peters lias purchased of E.
! terday for a visit with relatives and
I
For rates and further particulars apply to, or write
Miss Helena M. Lindsay, of Andover, E.
Brady, the Black building on 9tate street
Mr.
Mrs. J. W. Nye, of Chicago,
were the guests of John P. Eldridge and
wife a few days last week.
and

No. 27.

ice-cream

bound for

Ella Helena, the
three-months-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nahum E. Beal,
formerly of Ellsworth, died at the present worth

id

Rev. 8. W. Sutton will preach at East
uvAtouuuaj

legal holiday,

closed until after the distribution of
the evening mail. The banks will be
closed all day.

short

Mrs. L. L. Larrabee left yesterday for
visit to her home at Lee.

a

will be closed at 9

main

The Sunday school of the Unitarian
church has closed for the months of July
and August.
Paul Lord, of Calais, who has been the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. J. Q. Adams, has
returned home.

fire will burn und flames

long

John H. Brimmer will sell the buildings
Spruce street in the rear of his Pine
street property for removal, and clear the
lot, thus adding to the attractiveness of
his plsce.
on

Judge E. P. Spofford, of Deer Isle, is iD
Ellsworth od business.

Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst,
Ellsworth last Thursday.

as

vicinity.

Sundays.

uiuiuura

vacation.

cornet.

Neuralgic

Miss Ida Higgios left to-day for
visit io Bangor.
!

summer

Postmaster H. B. Bartlett, of Pembroke.
in the guest of Rev. P. A. A. Killam and
wife. Mr. Bartlett will lead the music at
the Baptist church Bunday evening with

HAILS RECEIVED.
From West-•« 40, mum. a m, 4.30and*«.12pu).
rmoH East—12.24. 5.3* and 11.07 p tn.
MAIL CLOSES AT FOSTOFFTCE.
Going East—6 and 6 45 a m, 4 and V80 n m.
Going West—11.30a m, *2. ‘Sand *9p m.
•Daflv, Sundays included, • xcei-t that no mall
is received from 11 M ttaln Mondays, and none
at 2 Saturdays
dispatched
No malls dispatched to or received from the

property. Water street. Ellsworth. Me. Apply to

of

Miss Louise E. Dutton, who has been
taking a post-graduate course at Columbia university, New York city, is in Ells-

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POST-OPPTOE.
Tn effect June 10, 1907.

John D Mureh place at Bayslde with
tk shore of I'nion mrer bay.

long
destroy,

Rev. Adelbert L, Hudson, minister of
the Channiu^ Religious society of Newton, Mass., will preich at the Unitarian
church next Sunday morning.

Bankrupt notice—Est Liston Smith.
Eastern Steamship Co—Change in schedule.
E F Robinson—Optician.

—

*2i0 fe»*t of land situate on south side and at foot of flea street. Northeast
yuae. This lot of land Is on the shore and title given to low.water mark.

As

The ladies' aid society of the Methodist
church will give an ice-cream sociable and
apron sale in the vestry, Thursday, July
11, afternoon and evening.

;

Charles W Orindlal—Notice of foreclosure.
H C Bhnte—Cabbage plants for sale.
Probate notice—Est Sam’l B Freetby.
Adror notice—Est Alexander B Bain.
Exec notice—Est Elvira R Bennett.
Lost—Setter pup.
For sale—Buildings for removal.
Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co—Water

anodyne.

FOR

j

ADVKRTIMMKNTS THI8 WEEK.

jury

treatment, is critically Ul.^Her father, F.
W. Higgins, left for Bangor this morning.

rates.

Fund.
Home savings banks furnished
irge Reserve
when desired.

H. W. Carr

SUnerfcftit.

OT'Litwtf}

Insures.

ciety.

FAIR DATES.

Sept. 10.11,12—Fair of Hancock County
Agricultural society at Bluebill.
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricultural
society, at Eden.
Sept. 25, 26—frair" df North Ellsworth
Farmers’ club, at North t lieworth.
Oct. 1, 2
Fair of Northern Hancock
—

Agricultural society

at Amherst.

happier?” asked a young man
“a millionaire, or a man who
has seven daughters?” “He who has
seven daughters.”
“Why so?” “He who
has a million pounds wishes for more; the
man who has seven daughters does not.
“Who is

of

father,

a

attoettieranu.:-,

That's the Standard Annual Dividend Policy
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.

fcJB.

Ellsworth, Maine-

HOLMES, Agent,

OR SALE.
Three houses centrally located in Ellsworth; two tine properties at
Umoine, and a fine property at Southwest Harbor. Call and find out
•bout these If you

are

SigiJ"!

Interested.

-taf.

TARLEY.

w.

Q.

WEDDING GIFTS.
Show

your friends you

sending them

one

appreciate
of our

your

good

fortune

l>y

many beautiful and

useful presents.

Stock "On Suspicion".

Come in and look over our
•liver, Cut-glass and bric-a-brac Jewelry,

friends.

Mass., and Louis D. Cook, of Ellsworth,

George Parcher, a student at the Maine principal of the grammar school at Exeter,
medical school, Brunswick, is home for N. H., were married at Andover, Monday,
the summer. He will assist his father in by Rev. F. R. Shipman.
The bride and
the drug-store.
groom are now visiting the groom’s parThe county commissioners, who made ents, James L. Cook and wife, in this city.
their annual tour of inspection of the
The annual examination of candidates
county roads last week, found them in ex- for State teachers’ certificates will take
cellent condition.
place Friday, Aug. 30, beginning at 8
At the meeting of the Eastern Maine o’clock a. m., at Ellsworth. Circulars of
Veteran association in Jacksonville last information, suggestion and advice will be
Wednesday, Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth, sent to all desiring them by Payson Smith,
State superintendent of public schools,
was elected commander.
Augusta.
went
to
who
Miss Florence A. Higgins
The entertainment of the Helpsomehow
the Bangor hospital some time ago for
society announced to be given at Hancock
hall this evening, has been postponed to
asbcrttenncnta.
next Tuesday evening, owing to the inability of H. W. Dunn, jr., who has a leading part, to be present. Mr. Dunn is in
Portland on business, and was unavoidably detained.
John W. Holmes, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
visited his brother, Roscoe Holmes, last
week. Mr. Holmes is an old circus man,
and has many friends among the circus
people. Thursday, after the evening performance, the band from Robbins’ circus
serenaded Mr. Holmes, and were hospitably entertained.

Rings.

Watches and

Everything Suitable.
E. F. ROBINSON, Jeweler and Optician.

Robbins’ circus drew good crowds to
Ellsworth last Thursday. The show' was
a good one, especially in acrobatic work,

Telephone Connection.

During the afternoon performance
thunder squall, with hail and rain, caused
some excitement, but no damage. There
was a good attendance again at the evena

Graduation

ANY
1

Gifts.

The advance of soap-making has been remarkable in
the past few years. There was a time when Soaps
were made simply for cleansing, but now there are
soaps for a variety of purposes, though they are all
cleansers. Each variety is represented Dy hundreds of
different kinds made by various manufacturers, both
in this country and abroad.
We select all our Soaps carefully and carry
°nly the best. You can find here at all times—

JJjle Soap,

“lt) Soap,
®ving Soap,

ing performance.

RINDS OF SOAR

Shampoo Soap,

Nursery Soap,

Medicated Soap,
Soap, Bath Soap,

Toilet Soap,

Antiseptic
mPlexion Soap, Dog Soap,

’0r Sal© by G.

etc.

A. PARCHER.

Leon E. Row e, who has been a temporary clerk at the post office for some time
past, has received an appointment as a

1

the Peter’s block. This building is the oldest of the brick row on State
street, having been built about tvvg months
before the Peter’s block. It was built by
William Hubbard in 1837, sold by him to
Col. John Black in 1841, and occupied by
him many years and later by the Halls. It
was sold to Michael and E. E. Brady in
1882, and has been owned and occupied by
them since.

adjourning

A

the American bar associa-

for
1
tion, which will hold its annual meeting
at Portland Aug. 26-28, which will be attended by noted lawyers from all over the 1
United States. A distinguished guest will j
be the lord chief-justice of England. The
International bar association w'ill also
* meet in Portland
Aug. 29-31. This will be

If your eyes

special meeting

council

was

of the governor and
held in the council chamber

Augusta Friday forenoon, at which the
entire council wras present. The meeting
was called for the purpose of confirming
the appointment of Hon. Arno W. King,
of Ellsworth, as associate justice of the
supreme court. The ceremony took place
at 10.30, the oath of office being administered to Justice King by the governor,
who afterward introduced him to the
member# of the council and other officials
present. Judge King was officially inau
gurated into office Monday afternoon in
the superior court room iu Portland. The
Clerk-ofceremony was very simple.
Courts Barton read the certificate of appointment, after which Chief-Justice
Emery escorted him to the bench and
Judge King took his seat w’ith the other

TROUBLE YOU

at

justices sitting

at law court.

call

on us.

mmkirn mi

E. F. Robinson.

NOTICE TO
WATER TAKERS.
Bills for the
are now

quarter beginning July

1

due, and payable at the office

Monday morning’s thunder shower was of the company on or before July 20.
For the convenience of customers,
sharp. There were not more
peals of thunder, but two of the office will be open Saturday eventhese were quite enough for most people.
ings until July 20.
The first crash, the heaviest of the
show'er, came without warning. There
had been no mutterings of approaching
storm, when a blinding flash and a crash
at the same instant startled Ellsworth
people into a momentary thought that the
dynamite house at the dam had blow n up.
Summer Floweriug Plante.
This bolt struck a telephone pole near
Grant’s corner on the Bucksport road.
Ellsworth GreenhouseThe next bolt took the w ires at the dam,
short and
than four

11 in 8 lliii Riier Pier Co.
Feins. Tuberous

regular clerk. Charles C. Kuowlton, a
student at the Johns Hopkins medical
school, Baltimore, will serve as substitute clerk at the postofflce for about two
and put
months, beginning next Monday.
Attorney-General H. E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth, is a member of the local council
Maine of

The
Strain on
Women's Eyei

a

transformer

on one

Begonias.

Telephone 43.

of the elec-

&bbrrti scmntts.

CITY

LUNC iH
Clean—Go

ROOMS.

3l—FMyloss.

(VIeals at All Hours.

C. R. CiroxM »,

F'rantclin St.,

proprietor.
Ellsworth.

Prayer Meeting Topic for the
Beginning July 7.

Week

By REV. S H. DOYLE
Topic.—How our lives mny bt eonsecrattd to our country.—Isa. Ixii, 1-12.
One hundred and thirty-one years
ago on last Thursday. July 4, the Declaration of American Independence was
signed, and the aspirations of the
colonists for liberty and self governIn war.
ment made a mighty stride.
under the leadership <>f Washington,
the colonists gained their independence, which they had declared justly
Their ambition
anil rightly theirs.
was not simply to be independent of
England, but to establish on our shores
a great nation.
They were men “with
empires In their brains." and they aim
ed to work out their inward thoughts
into a great nation, one that should
be "a crown of glory in the hand of the
Lord and a royal diadem in the hand
This was the dream of
of Ck>d.”
Isaiah for Israel in the land of BabyHe wanted Jerusalem restored
lon.
and to l>e adorned with righteousness
and salvation that should shine to othHe wanted the people preer nations.
pared for the part they were to take
In the upbuilding and preservation of
the nation. And these ambitions were
afterward fulfilled. So they have been
in the history of America, beyond all
conceptions of the founders of the nation, and the duty still remains for the
people to do their part in sustaining
and advancing our national life.
No American citizen should feel it a
burden or an irksome task to conseIn no
crate his life to his country.
other country are the Ideals so high;
In no other is so much liberty enjoyed:
in no other are the opportunities of
advancement for the individual as
great; in no other are the people so
closely bound together and the interThe enemies
ests of all so nearly one.
of the nation are the enemies of all,
and the ship of state is never without
its dangers.
Today in our land the
vast

accumulations

few is

a menace

oi

to our

spread of socialism,

weanu

uj

Its Motto:

in

communications, and Itssuccess depend* largely
on the support given it In this respect- Communications must !>e signed, but the name of
writer will Dot be printed except by j»ermlsslon.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

new,

The skies are wearing a brighter blue.
The hair doesn’t snarl as it used to do.
And the parting has grown more clear,

own—

You can't
We

bring ’em back if you

can

sweat.

The troubles that make'us fume and fret
Are the things that haven't happened yet—
The pins that we'll find to-morrow.
—Robert J. Burdette.
Selected by Aunt Maria.

some

|I
|
i

helpfulness is lightening some of the
burdens of housekeepers and giving cheer
to many hearts. Good comradeship helps
us on greatly in the life march we all keep
and

and

ter

the

recipe just
holiday.

a

national

us

following
in

season

nice

let-

for

our

Dear

Aunt Madge and M. B. Si at era:
Are. you all rejoicing to think that June is
here? But the sad part of it is that she will
only be with us a few more days, then the
holidays. I rather dread it for more reasons
than one, for it will seem only a few days before fall, more so than in previous years, for
the season has been backward.
I wonder if
the sisters have had the same experience I
have.
1 have planted the same space of
ground twice, and nothing except hardy
plants flourish.
I will tell you of an easy method of cleaning silver. Place it in sour milk for two
hours or more, then remove it, wash in very
weak ammonia water. To clean lamp burners
boil in the water that dried beans have been
parboiled in. You will be surprised with the
result.
1 was not surprised when I learned that
Sadie's John was temperate, for when I used
to meet with her she was in favor of temperance.
1 believe she was a Good Templar. 1
was a member gt that time.
In that section
of Maine the grange seems to have created
quite an interest. I thoroughly enjoy leading the clippings.

READINGS.

am

sorry to say 1 was not the party whom
one of the M. B. members thought she met in
Boston, bat feel confident if I should be so
fortunate as to meet an M. B. sister I should
be glad to recognize her. I wish I could come
to the M. B. reunion, but do not expect to.
I will send a recipe for

Characteristic of Secretary Shaw.
It was characteristic of William
Shaw, the new general secretary ol
the United Society of Christian Endeavor, to acknowledge a message of
personal congratulation in these words,
"I appreciate that there are man;
things that I cannot do, but the ono
thing that I am sure that I can do 1?
to use every ounce of strength that !
have for the cause of Christian En
deavor, which has meant everything to
me.”

National Cake—Red part: Cream together
cup of red sugar and one-half cup of butter, then add one-half cup of street milk, the
beaten yolks of three eggs, and two cups of
flour, in which has been sifted onepastry
half teaspoon of soda and one of cream of
tartar.
White part: One cup of sugar, onehalf cup of butter, cream together, add onehalf cup of sweet milk, the beaten whites of
three eggs, one-half cup of cornstarch, one
cup of pastry flour, in which has been sifted
one
tartar, one-half teaspoon
teaspoon cream Cream
soda. Blue part:
together one cup
of blue sugar, one-half cup of butter, then
add one-half cup of sweet milk, three wellbeaten eggs and two cups of pastry flour in
which mix one teaspoon cream tartar and
one-half of soda. Butter a tin, put in all the
blue, then the white, then the rea. L. E. T.
one

A Miracle.

Here is a striking sentence from a
'Hindoo Christian Endeavorer: “If a
thousand beads and eyes are made
tone, is not that a great miracle? But
(that is what is being done through
(Christ in bringing together men of every sort in unity with Him.”
What tha Pledge Card Said.
A little pledge card in a heap of cruispled papers lay.
I bent my ear, and this is what I heard
the pledge card say:
“Oh, once my face was clean and bright,
and once my coat was new,
And once my owner, noble lad, was bold
and strong and true,
And once his Bible was my home, and
every morn and night
I caught my owner's earnest eye aglow
with happy light.
My signature was fresher then—the ink

hardly dry—

f and wanalas, an outcast v
derer am I.
X*m, faded to a skeleton, and slowly day
now.

Do you recall when the
Their swinging scythes

j
|

account of bad weather there

but

was

a

After a short programme, the children and visitors enjoyed a treat of candy and peanuts. The
children were then dismissed, and the
grange was called to order to transact
business. It was voted to hold no more
meetings during July and August. The
next regular meeting will be Sept. S.
attendance.

ELLSWORTH.

WEST

MARIAVILLE.

grass.

The swishing song that the grasses sing
As the graceful mower* bend and swing ?
And the long green swathes that behind them

car, smoker and two day coaches,
left the rails near Waterville last Friday.
Aside from tearing up some 600 feet of

delayed

So

several hours.

;

with the breath of the

new-mown

Greenwood and

as

The Bangor Commercial announces that
owing to poor health Dr. P. H. 8.
Vaughan, superintendent of the Eastern
Maine Insane hospital in Bangor, is soon
to tender hia resignation.
Never can tell when you’ll smith a finger or
suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prepared. Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil instantly
relieves the pain—quickly cures the wound.—
Adwt.

next

dust,

meeting, July
EAST

3.

BLCEH1LL.

East Bluehill grange

held

its regular

meeting Saturday evening, June 29.
Twenty-nine members and one visitor
head.
Like a flaming eagle with wings outspread. were present.
Interesting remarks were
And the rustling fields of ripening corn
made by members for the good of the

O,

into the ditch and
seven others were jammed into the cut on
the Waterville side of what is knoarn as
Rice’s crossing, another coach partially
derailed, and two others were left on the
rails. In all, about twenty people were
hurt, more or less seriously, and every
passenger was thrown about to some exthrown

the

nights with the northern lights o’er-

That oft of a golden head was shorn
And roasted alive at a big bon-fire,
While the boys and girls dance round the
pyre.
«

ucu

iuc

u«t >csi uva an ucru

order.

meeting Saturday evening,

Many

days !

runs

From her rocky soil to her rugged sons,
And we feel the power of its quenchless fires
In our noble mothers and grand old sires.
l
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Stop on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passenger*d Slope at Sorrento Sunday 12.W no°B
leave passengers from points west ol Bangorz

and

Ticket* for all points South
Ellsworth Readers Have Heard
West for sale at the M. C. R. »•
ticket office, Ellsworth.
It and Profited Thereby.

back was weak and sore and I
found it difficult to stoop or get
up or
down from a chair. I had such
pains in
my kidneys at times that they felt like
thrusts of a knife, and the pains often extended up through my shoulders. There
was irregular action
of
the secretions
which caused me much
inconvenience,
and though I doctored and used different

There train* connect at Bangor with thnW
train, on Main Line, to and Iroiu FortlKW.
Boston and St John.

Pasaengsrs
cure

are

earnestly retjuestly

to

tickets before entering the tram*.
Ellsworth to Falls and i-au*

especially
Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P- 4
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l

to
w

T- A'

Manager-__

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mount Derert and

Hluahill

DaUjr Lina—Sunday, Included.

years my

In affairs of State—We are proud of our men!
Of Hamlin, and Reed, and Fessenden,
Of Dingley, and Frye, who loves the fray,
Of Connor, whose record we honor to-day;
Of that prince of all, great James G. Blaine,
Ob, these are the men who have stood for
Maine !

medicines, nothing

did me much
good
until I got Doan’s Kidney Pills at E. G.
Moore’s drug store. It required bur a
short use of them to free me from the

Then let us be loyal, wherever we are,
To the State that is true as the great north
star,
To the splendid souls that time has set
Like gems in the nation’s coronet.
To the grand old flag, without a stain,
That leads the states from the hills of Maine,
Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health
Coffee” at our store. If real coffee disturbs
your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then
try this clever Coffee imitation. Dr. Shoop
has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has not a single grain of real Coffee in it. Dr. Shoop’*
Health Coffee Imitation is made from purt
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc
Made in a minute. No tedious wait. You
will surely like it. Sold by G. A. Parcher.

Sunday
Must
BWH
NEH
SealH
Bar H 6

a leavea

Ellsworth, Me., says: “I was so well
pleased with the benefits derived from the
use of Doan’s Kidney Pills in the
spring
of 1902, that I gave a testimonial at that
time recommending them. For several

dauntless

their stalwart

Those borne down from the dark Maine
woods
On the stormy breast of the great spring
floods,
Sweeping all barriers down as they go—
So our gallant boys swept down on the foe.

|

good

“Good new* travels fast,” and the thousands of bad back sufferers in Ellsworth
are glad to learn that
prompt relief is
within their reach. Many a lame, weak
and aching back is bad no more, thanks to
Doan’s Kidney Pills. Oar citizens are
telling the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here is an
example worth reading:
Mrs. John C. Meader, living at West

There is life in Maine, in her throbbing veins.
From her moun‘-ain tops to her rolling plains.
And the strength of the hills in a current

war

a

Good

fall,

How brave in
lines

witn

ifitOical.

The autumn air is like sparkling wine
That stirs the blood, and the scarlet vine
As it climbs and twines o’er the old stone
wall.
And the red and gold of the leaves as they

They met the
pines—

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
* *

...

ALAMOOSOOK, EAST OK LAM).
Alamoosook grange held its regular

KBiurrtU in.

And the hills asleep in a purple haze.—
How bright they made those beautiful

Commencing June 10, 1907.

....

And the fruit is stored in each separate bin.
And the ricks are full of their golden sheaves
And the barns of hay to their very eaves,
For a space life’s strenuous cares do cease.
And the wide land lies like a soul at peace.

tent.

Eafltoaba *nb SUambsm

potld.... *1 20

There was a small attendance Wednes; day evening, only eighteen being present.
» The second and third
degrees were worked,
pile and a most
enjoyable evening spent. The
! fourth
degree will be conferred at the
it shines through the rising

And the eager boys who have begged a ride
To the big brown barns, with the doors swung
wide?

a

Bstn

BAY VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.

?

thrust,
And the sun

possibilities.

Maine Teachers’ Association.
The annual meeting of the Maine
Teachers’ association will be held at BanThe following
gor, Oct. 24, 25 and 26.
speakers have been engaged for the meeting : Henry Turner Bailey, of North Scituate, Mass., editor School Arts Book; Mrs.
Alice Woodworth Cooley, of Grand Forks,
N. D., president of the department of
Sitting oat of doors the other day, I elementary education of the National
heard the sound of wheels and looking up
Educational association; Payson Smith, of
I heard a cheery voice call out “How do
Auburn, State superintendent of the pubyou do. Aunt Madge!” It was one of the lic schools of
Maine, and Charles L.
“Johns”, and a few minutes’ chat gave me White, of Waterville, president of
Colby
the opportunity to hear direct from “N.
college.
L.H.”
There will be an exhibit of school work
When I look over my little book of M. at the meeting, and thirty of the
larger
B. addresses I am sometimes tempted to tow ns will contribute work of their school
have a roll-call meeting. I would like to to the exhibit.
know’ where ail the old friends of the
column may be.
Changes in Postal Service.
A new way to make syrup for. fritters
Among changes in the postal service
was suggested to me of late, so I
pass it recently announced are the
following in
on, and can recommend it, having tested Hancock
county:
it.
Ellsworth to Bluehill. Part schedule:
Syrcp
A half-cup of sugar, two table- Leave Ellsworth daily except Sunday on
spoonfuls of molasses, a piece of butter the receipt of mail from trains due 6.40 a. m.
size of a walnut, two or three tablespoonfuls
and 4.30 p. m., but not later than 8.15 a. m.
of hot water. Place all on the stove and stir and 5.30
Arrive at Bluehill in 3%
p.m.
till thoroughly mixed. Use cold.
hours. Leave Bluehill daily except SunArrive at
A pleasant call from Annt Jana was en- day 7.15 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Ellsworth by 11 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
Baljoyed|recently. She does not forget us, if ance of schedule
unchanged. Effective
June 27.
I will mail you tree, to prove merit, samples
of my Dr. Shoop’s Restorative and my Book
An instantaneous electric water-heater
on either Dyspepsia. The Heart or The KidThe heater is about
neys. Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or Kid- has been perfected.
neys are merely symptoms of a deeper ailment. Don’t make the common error of treat- twenty inches long from inlet to delivery
ing symptoms only. Symptom treatment is pipes. A few’ seconds after turning the
treating the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves—the inside switch, hot water can be draw n from the
nerves—mean
Stomach
weakness, always. top of the heater. The cost of a pail of
And the Heart, and Kidneys as well, have
their controlling or inside 'nerves. Weaken hot water is about one-tenth of a cent.
these nerves, and you inevitablv have weak
vital organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop's
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizRestorative has made its fame. No other
remedy even claims to treat the ‘inside ziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic
nerves”. Also for bloating, biliousness, bad
j physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
breath or complexion,
use
Dr.
Shoop’s
Restorative. Write me to-day for sample and don’t cure. Doan's Regulets act gently and
free Book. Dr. Shoop. Racine.
The ! cure constipation. 25 cents. Ask your druggist.—Advt.

sweet

hay

Waterville took
place Saturday afternoon, when the fast
and heavy Bar Harbor express was thrown
from the rails, half way bee tween Waterville and Oakland.
The second accident
was more serious and tilled with
greater
car was

j

from

Do you see the grass-lined country road.
The oxen plod with their piled-up load.
With the forks upright in the huge

The second wreck at

One

j

visitors

and

Scboodic, of Winter Harbor. The question. Resolved, “that the prohibition law
ha* done more good for the State of Maine
than the grange,” was ably discussed.
July 10 will be matrons’ night.
_

track, doing considerable damage to the
tender of the engine and some of the
coaches, and giving the passengers a bad
scarce, nothing serious resulted. Trains
were

ent,

present

came
the response.
«jt
person who it dead.”
“Then, what in the"—the ticket seller
began, but hastily checking himself, eontinned, “why do you want a round
trip
ticket tor a corpse?”
“Well, yon see its dis >r way,” the old
negro explained. “My brother in law
gja
up the goat last night, and he bed got
more relationships in Griffin dsn de
ordinary man hab cberyday troubles. Deysii
is bound to see de remains before de
burial
Just so as to say: ‘Ain’t the naturale*
ever
seed.’ and if dat
lookin'corpse you
gang all comes up here, dey’ll stay win
me fer about two weeks, and eat
every
scrap of victuals on the place, so I’ve decided on dis plan:
I'll take de corpse
down to Griffin and let the kin folks look
at hit, den I'll bring hit back here end
have de burial.”
He secured hia round trip ticket.

Mariaville grange held its regular meeting at the hall June 2f>, with a goodly
One candidate was innumber present.
structed in the third and fourth degrees.
The programme was enjoyed by all. The
programme for next meeting consists of
reading, singing, speech, recitations and
conundrums.

I

pass

visitors

“Yes, sir,"

la

Harvest Home grange held a profitable
The topic for discusmeeting June 29.
sion was, “Should a young man get in
debt for a farm?” Meetings will only be
held every two weeks until Sept. 1.

through the lush, tall

seven

“Boas, 1

Schoodic grange held a special meeting
June 27, to observe children s night. On

1

baggage

east and west

mowers

members and

—

Kouud Trip Kor Corpse.
wants a round trip ticket
1
Griffin fora corpse.”
This was the pitiful request of ,n
0)d
negro dressed in a threadbare suit
of
clothes at the ticket office of the
Terminal
station at Atlanta.
The ticket
seller
stared several moments; Anally he
asked“Do yon know what a corpse is?”

__

SCHOODIC, FRANKLIN.

j

Two Wrecks at Waterville.
Train No. 1, leaving Waterville for Banat
9.45 a. m., made up of an engine,
gor

3.

flJ

DATES.

bon, Delia P. Starrett; Gardiner, Mrs. Ed.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Quine; Fairfield, Mrs, Silas Star buck;
Yes. I was on my way home when I wrote j
SEDGWICK.
Dover, Walter A. Young and Mrs. C. P.
the last. I was in Belfast. I am such a gau^
Sedgw ick grange met in regular session
about that some of ray friends on meeting me Young; Saco, F. M. Hobbs, Mrs. H. M.
j Hobbs and Mrs. W. D.
King; Wellington, June 28, with a fair attendance. One visisay: “Well, are you bound east or west?**
The lecturer's programme
Kind regards to all. I am sorry for all the H. L. Moses; Deer Isle, James Small.
tor present.
sick ones. This has been a trying winter, and
After a good basket dinner there were was well carried out. The question, “Does
it is not over yet. I am not quite up to my i
speeches of reminiscence sparkling with dress have anything to do with one’s sucusual good health, but if the sun will shine as i
wit and humor. Miss Jessie Foster, of cess in life?” was discussed. The enterit has for three days. I will be happy.
Bar Harbor, took the prixe in a bean- tainment committee served cake, home1
M. A. B.
A pleasant
contest. There was also music, made candies and lemonade.
P. 8.—I have not lost my badge yet, but I carrying
and
Mrs.
P.
of
Webb,
Emily
Skowhegan, social time was enjoyed.
lost a four-leaf cluster pin a short time ago
j read an
original poem entitled, “Memogoing from Hartford to Wethersfield, Conn.
j
HALCYON, NORTH BLUEH1LL.
ries of Maine.” It follows:
We are glad you arc near a* again and
Halcyon grange held its regular meeto, let us to-day go back again.
hope you will enjoy tbe summer.
Two candidates were ining June 29.
To tlie grand old woods and hills of Maine,
Aunt Madge.
structed in the third and fourth degrees,
To the rushing rivers that laugh and run
And are never drank up by the thirsty sun.
i Number present, forty-five; visitors, three.
A Business Admonition.
To the shining ponds and shady pools.
Where the speckled trout hold their “summer
Compose a book about—no matter what:
LAKE VIEW, HAPPTTOWN.
schools’*.
Let it be meritorious, full of plot,
An interesting meeting of Lake View
,
incidents
and
Exciting
splendid thought.
There the lakes gleam bright like limpid grange was held June 29. After the usual
If you would have a million copies bought.
gems
business, a vote was taken to change the
Be wise.
From her swelling breast to her garments
night of the meetings to the second and
And advertise!
hems.
fourth Tuesday nights during the months
And they flash and and glow with the chang- 1
Concoct a nostrum —be it hot or cold;
of July and August.
Be it a cure-all for both young and old.
ing dyes
! A question as to which is the best for
Of the autumn woods or the sunset skies.
If you would like to get a whole lot sold.
dairying purposes, thoroughbred or grade
And many are linked by a silver chain
You’ll find the public must offit be told—
1
That gives new charms to the gems of Maine. stock, was discussed to some length by
| Be wise.
! different members, but no decision was
And advertise!
Can you forget the dear old farms.
made. The literary programme consisted
And the orchards green with their out- ;
In any sort of business get yourself.
; of stories, conundrums, a quotation and
stretched arms.
If you'd gain the good-will of fortune’s self.
The red-cheeked apples and apples of gold
singing. Two members were re or ted ill.
And not be laid upon the fossil's shelf.
You gathered when days were bright and
With purse and pockets destitute of pelf,
cold?
Ct'SHMAN, OOl'LDSBORO.
Be wise.
And the cottage, grey with the years it bore.
At the last regular meeting of Cushman
And advertise!
And the lilac bush that grew by the door ?
—Susie M. Best in Fame.
grange June 28, twenty-eight were pres-

—

by day
My hands and feet, my eyes and tongue.
have decomposed away.
X think It was my daily prayer, my hands,

forty

j

|

dance at the hall
Wed

Two candidates were instructed
in th
third and fourth degrees.
At the n„,
meeting there will be work in the
and second degrees.
Refreshments amu
be served.

Saturday, Aug. 17-Meeting of Hancock
county Pomona with Alamoosook grange,
East Orland.

!

a

PAMOLA, HAXOOnt.
grange convened in special
Sion Saturday evening, June
»

reason.

HARVEST HOME.

the iectn

Pamnla

j

j

E. T. sends

There will be

be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
will
be
the editor, but none
rejected without

small

bnrines.,

neaday evening, July

j
j

Dear JIf. £. /Viencl#:
The poem given above was taken from a
column in the Maine Farmer which it
devoted to the same interchange of
as
is ours.
thought and experience
Friendly letters have been exchanged between the editor of that column and thia j
one, and the mutual work of sympathy j

up.
L.

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must

good

After

presented a programme of mmic
ings, and singing. Visitors were ZZ
from Arbutus and Halcyon
granges,

_

want to.

stand the smart of yesterday.
To-day’s woise ills we can drive away;
What was and is brings no dismay
For past and present sorrow:
But the burdens that make us groan and

Ezra vi, 8-10; Neh. 11, 1-5; Prov. xiv,
24; Jer. xxix. 7; Matt, xvlli. 24-27
XxU, 15-21; xxlli, 37; Mark xii. 13-17'
:Luke xlil, 34; Rom. xlU, 7; I Tim. il
il-3; Heb. U, 8-16.

^

too.

Where are the bills that our peace distressed?
Where is the pin that the baby blessed?
Where are the doves in last year’s neat?
Where have the pins all gone to?
On the old bills paid are the new ones thrown.
The baby’s at school with her pins outgrown.
And the squabs are running a£nest of their

iuk

I lost the first.
And then my eyes, my Bible light—oh,
blindness all accursed'
And then my brave prayer meeting tongue
I
dropped in a dusty heap.
AndUhen my swift prayer meeting feet,
w
alack, they fell asleep,
say, stranger, look around a bit and find
my owner, pray.
'And tell him that his wretched pledge is
moiderlng away.
And bid him come and clean me up and
>
-build me up again.
And. I will be his passport to the land of
<- honest men."
[Now,, that is what the pledge card said
and wanted me to do
X*xn leaking for his owner now. It surely
can*t be you?
i
—Amos R. Wells.

paper between. Prepare the filling and carry Mrs. George Seeley, Mrs. George Daniels
in a glass jar. spreading it on the cake at and Charles H. Lamson; Bar Harbor, Miss
luncheon time.
Jessie Helena Foster; Readtteld, W. M.
The picnic basket always seems a load when
Rideout and Miss Helen Rideoat; Brooks,
carried home at night by the weary picnickMrs. Jennie Pratt Wooliard; Bangor, Mrs.
If you use wooden plates and paper
ers.
Celia A. Webb and Mrs. G. H. Condon;
rapkins it leaves fewer soiled dishes to worry !
Bridgton, Albion Carsley and Julia F.
with on the return trip.
You can have pie for the picnic dinner if i Coffin: Camden, Walter Ogier and wife,
you will bake it this wav: Use any fruit de- Walter W. Ogier, Jr.; Dixmont, Judge
sired. Bake with two crusts. Wring a clean Waldo M. York and wife; Richmond, D.
strip of white cloth out of sweet milk and tit W. Robinson; Foxcroft, Addie L. Chamit closely around the edge of the pie and
berlain; Madison, Ida L. Will and Jerald
plate. After the top crust is on. cut a small C.
Will; Solon, Mrs. Nellie F. Corson and
bole in the upper crust aud insert a funnel
Miss Anna Corson; Brunswick, E. F.
made of writing paper. Bake with the cloth i
and funnel in place and leave the cloth after 1 Brown and wife, Mrs. Ira Knowlton;
the pie is baked. In this way the picnic pie Farmington, Effie M. Winter; Dresden,
can be safely carried without
spilling its Mrs. Mary L. Bixby; Orrington, Miss
juicy contents over the rest of the eatables if Annie L. Chapin; Newport, Miss Martha
you are careful in packing :he basket.
O. liarriman; York, L. E. L. Emery; Lis-

Where are the clothes that we used to wear?
Where are the burdens we used to bear?
Where is the bald head’s curling hair?
Gone where the pins disappear to;
For the style has changed and the clothes are

jwe

was

America*.

Where is the thrill of last night’s fear?
Where is the stain of last week's tear?
Where is the tooth that ached last year?
Gone where the lost pins go to;
For last night’s riddle is all made plain.
The sunshine laughs at the long past rain.
And the tooth that ached has lost its pain—
That’s what our troubles grow to.

EHeated

But

The

GONE WITH THE PINS.

least is but a cover for anarchism, is another danger. The comquestions concerning the reguition of the vast enterprises of our
land are no light matter. All fraud and
dishonesty must be removed from the
business world, but great caution mast
{be exercised not to disturb legitimate
business or legitimate methods oi
business.
The new enterprises In
{which our nation is engaged, such as
{the Panama canal, call for the heartiest support of the entire nation; the
evident tendency to centralize the government and to resurrect the deed is
sue of state rights in their relation to
the central government is a subject
of a most serious character, and evert
{true and patriotic American owes 11
to his country to keep abreast with
the times, to keep in touch with the
Issues of the day and to give his l>est
thought and judgment to the solution
of the hard problems, as well as tc
enjoy the unparalleled prosperity with
{which God has blessed us.
-In consecrating our lives to our country we should stand everywhere and
always for national righteousness, fot
“righteousness exalteth a nation;” we
should respect officeholders for the
sake of the office, though reserving the
Tight to criticise any official’s actiom
should 1* ready at any time to do
{fend the flag against any foe, and
{above all, as Christians, we should d<;
pur best to possess the entire land foi
{Christ A Christless and Godless na
Hon Is doomed to destruction.

"

to

Ellsworth. Me.

cases at

BIBLE

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes cf ihis column arc succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful ami hopeful.
Being for the common good. It isf^rthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits

land. The rapid
which

MAD.iK”

EDITED BY "ACST

attendace.

Among tljc ©rangers.

MAINKITKS IN CALIFORNIA.
much of the time she is too busy to write !
us an M. B. letter.
of Maine AsMany thanks to Aunt Emma for these Annual Picnic of
sociation In Pasedena.
seasons Die hints on picnic dinners.
Pasadena. Cal., Jane 19 (special)—The
ABOUT THE PICNIC DINNER.
held its annual
The picnic season is here ami that means State of Maine association
that new ideas for picric dishes are in de- picnic at East Lake park to-day. Twentymand. The housekeeper who has a picnic eight Maine cities and towns were repdinner to prepare for the Fourth of July or resented by sixty-six Maineites. Below
for any other occasion will probably welcome are the names of the cities and towns, and
the following suggestions for dishes that are
the names of the Maineites representing
out of the ordinary.
While almost anything
each :
tastes good when the appetite is sharpened by ;
Hancock. W. O. Smith and wife, E. P.
r. day in the woods and by the novelty of eatWooster and*wife, P. G. Wooster, Mrs.
ing from a cloth spread on the grass one
\V. Salisbury, Miss Zelma F. Smith,
grows rather tired of the same kind of sand- j Belle
wiches. cake and lemonade at every picnic. Mrs. Abbie A. Gilbert, Master Norman G.
So here are some suggestions that will help Smith, Walden B. Hodgkins, Mrs. Wilout the variety.
liam Snell, Mrs. C. F. Bunker. W. W.
PACKING THE LUNCH BASKET.
Hodgkins and Miss Beulah Hodgkins;
It is best to carry the bread to the picnic Skowhegan, Mrs. Mary A. Leighton, Mr.
uncut and to make the sandwiches just beand Mrs. Harville, Mrs. C. J. McDertnid,
fore dinner time.
Miss Calla McDertnid, Mrs. Annie E. McCarry the milk or cream in a stone jug and
B. Pratt, Mrs. M. B. Bixby, Mrs.
Clure,
place in running water if possible or where
E. H. Neil, Mrs. Emily P. Webb and Mr.
it will keep cool until dinner time.
When nice layer cakes are wanted put each and Mrs. Collins; Sullivan, W. M. Ride,
layer on a wooden plate, with a piece of waxed out; Portland, Charles A. Reed and wife,

fllutual Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

steamer looses Bar Harbor week d»ys«®
‘*
Sundays at 1 So p m, for Seal Harbor,
j8ie>
d
Harbor, Southwest Harbor. BroobllD.
Harbor
Sargeuivllle. Islesboro (Dark
Rockland, connecting for Boston.
t days^
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 2 p m,
and Sundays for South Bluenlll, St
North Haven and Rockland, connecting
ton.

Steamer leaves Bass Harbor at

days and Sundays for West Tremout,

se

*kk,
e'«

,f_

pain Herrick's landing. South Brooksvllle.
and to correct the difficulties.
Olrlgo and Boctland. coauettin*
My daugh- mogulo,
Boston.
ter complained of
having pains in her
RETURNING
j
back, and as I had Doan’s Kidney Pills in
daj
Leave Boston, Foster’s wharf, week
the house at that time, 1
gave her some. Sundays, at 6 p m, for Rockland.
or
She, like myself, received much benefit.
Leave Rockland at 5.80 a
UJ^iunday*
steamer from Boston, week days “uAbor via
I can say that in my case the
cure has been
and Bar Haruor
permanent,

IUI

j

aa

tug

I have

V II lieu

not

reaninul

hi.

„un

other.

..

estates.

Remember the name-Doan’s-and take

no

for Bass Harbor. Bluehlll
Intermediate landings.
15
First-class fare Bar Harbor to Boston,
one way; fb round trip.
gainst
i
All freight, except livestock, is Insure*
dreamt marine risk.
>le.
Harbor.
Bar
E. S. J. Mouse, Agent,

L’;;.;: Ajkkbican:

m^^*1*6*

a

nBcttyand

|

|

Mrs.
Nettie
Charts stop.
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*

“Who dii
"If I roar hrari

a

.Tfvt,

Higgins

daughter,

and

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
_

*****
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Old Potatoes Still

Mrs. Hears Brown, of Bur Harbor, is
visiting her sister. Mrs. F. M. Watson.
K. H. Y oung has been at East brook a
few days the past week, with a taking

WEST HANCOCK.

a guess—tb* Bear?” \
J M. Smith is at home for a short tscsaunrj that tie m_reb.-l j
forthwith inti* th* o»xr room. wj*:e < Uml
her employer was busy at hi* lesk
H- C. MUlitca and wife, ci
ware
“Mr Sterling.” she cried. “Sr's aa fca- Sunday visitors here.
pertinence fee you to make roe pres- 1 Mr. and Mrs, Ferrin. of Steuben. are
eots! The fact that I work for
jom .« fw*tt of Aivah Abbott and wife.

Berry

«i, *>

j

Old potatoes bate seen their best day
this tetsoo. Eighteen cents a peck is

for

price to-day. Eggs are a little
inner, though these is no advance in retail price over that quoted last week.
The quotation* below give the range of
mail prices in Ellsworth.
She retail

C. K. Banker and family, of Somerville.
A baby gar! came to the home of J. M.
Mass., are occupying their cottage reHe looked iis on-yrtl
Smith mad w ife Wednesday. June 2*.
**I hoped—T-:n weeMat know—the !
cently purchased of John Wilkin.
A. L Foren ha* gcoe to N’ortheast HarJuly
trifies came from oe.~
w.
bor, where he is employed by V. EL Smith.
“Why did you do ItT* she demanded I
SOMES V1LLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Raseeli. of Portland, were
hotly
The Somes bouse has opened for the sea"You’re art n«ed to gatioi pxst own i recent guests of Sherman McFarland and
wife.
son.
way—of course you c. -< things. i;l. j
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns have moved into
John J. Somes has rented his spacious
then. I knew your father, aai I waste? |
the Googine house. They were former house for the season to A brie Seitaer. |
to help yv,a r.,e hi* sake
residents. Ail are glad to have them back * A-1 Somes left
She stared half iacre iatovsiy.
Sunday for Northeast
"You knew papa? When? Wherer’ i again.
Herb r. w her* he is to be employedat the
"la San FraaeSseo—last winter. We
Warmest congratulations are extended Kimball house as bell boy.
met ia a bu«ioe*s way aai got to be Arthur Graves and wife, who are at
peesLyman H. Somes spent a few days of
friendly. He liked to talk about you. eat on their wedding trap to Boston and in** week ,n Brewer
visiting his daughter.
ami once he showed roe your picture
vicinity.
Mrs. Letkieeq.
He was accompanied
So you seemed like an old friend from
Mr*. Mary R. Bailer, accompanied by boom by hi* granddaughter Miss
Dorothy.
the first"
her granddaughter. Mi» Alice, of New
July 1.
Betty's eye* Lad Been opened, but Bedford, Mms, is at the old home. Mira
the b>.»k of annoyance did not leave Evelyn Butler and a friend from
ATLANTIC.
Philaher face.
Mrs. Alfred Staples and daughter Goldie
delphia are expected soon.
"I can supply my own wants. Please
Fred Miilikea, of thi* place, and Mrs. went to Rockland last week.
do not send anythin? more." she said,
Mrs. Lena Torrey and Miss Nina Staples
Margaret Sawyer, a former resident, now
and. with her bead head high, went of Portland, were
married at the home went to Rockland Thursday.
back to her past.
of the bride's sister. Mrs. Roy RichardMr. and Mrs. BiackwelL of Astoria. N.
Henderson glanced up in-joiringiy. son. at Brerktoo. Mass..
Sunday. June 23. i Y— are at the Emery Joyce cottage for the
his face revealing half a d>zea im- Congratulations are extended them
by summer.
pulse* lg a« many see-uds. Sa idealy their many friends here.
Mrs Carpenter and daughter Marhe roe. took a step nearer and began
Jane 37.
Snuc
guerite. of Sharon, have been spending a
speaking rapidly In a husky whisper.
week at their cottage.
WEST EDEN.
"Hiss Vandevere. listen: I'm gain?
Jane ft.
g_
I have fallen
to tell you a secret
Miss Li 11 ian Hodgkins has gene to Ellsheir to a fortune. I take the midnight worth to visit her mother.
FRANKUN ROAD.
train for Canada to claim the legacy.
M»* Eua Grand!*, of Bar Harbor, is the
Mrs. Freds. Graves has returned from
So one Is to know of this until after
guest of Miss Octavia Hamer.
Bangor.
WHS yon
Fro gone—nit even Sterling
Mrs. Alice Graves and family spent Sat- i
Mrs. Z.da Lindsey has gone to Guilford
come, too—away from this hateful life?
arday and Sunday with Mrs. Graves' 1 for a few iters.
You know I give you. Decide at oacel
C. W. Kittredge and wife.
The circus in Ellsworth drew quite a
There's no time for dallying.
Say parents.
The Sunday school is preparing to unite crowd from this place
Thursday.
you'll cornel”
bo excuse.”

from the woolly
And this young giant
T employer:
Betty give
-jst w.;s b
He was so e le=....,, oii-.arr
gasp.
*
e
an Nllotuw*-*c
one with whom
oentaL *» unlike any
ever come Into dose personal
had
slie
contact liefore
••I-re dubbed him the Bear." Mr.
desk was next to
HenJersoc. whwe
“He's
confided to her
her own.
Rookies. you know.
jtraisfct from the
so brutish, so
And then he is so t>igoat of place
^loly: Locks as much
office as a ball In a
a .sew York
p

slender,
Hen'lersou himself
immaculate of sthandsome. polished,
Betty's glance rested upon his
pre
'can shaven face approvingly.
smug
was

were indescribaHis well bred tones
g aft" ,tw hoarse rumble of
J['r gterii-g s deep tail She was reperson in
joiced to bad one congenial
place where the failure and sudJen death of her father had left her

this

strande

i

“There are reduced gentlemen as
well as reduced gentlewomen." she
thong!*' with a fseling of womanly
tympathy for him that later on found
e'tpress a In unex;>ected ways.
For Instance. although short to cortshe would
Bes« with her employer,
■
linrer after boars for a ftfenfily hat
with Hetlersoo and even permitted
him to take her out to dinner once or

Is that so very

Henderson meditated a
monies^ a ipieer little spark flashing
“Bee here:
fm going
Into tis eyeto tell yon something," be announcwl
abruptly. “The Bear Is In love with
“Oh. no."

I
|
|
|

The startled girl trembled in the hot
breath of hi* passion. Every vestige
of color left her face.
“It 1*— so—sudden.” she faltered. “I
must think It over. Give me time.”
“I'll call at your boarding bouse at
10 o'clock. Be oo the watch. And remember bow much there is at stake
But I know I can trust you."
Betty's voice seemed to have dropped down Into ber throat. There was
A silence fell in which
no response
she cook! hear the muffied beating of
her own heart.
That night Henderson was the first
to leave. Sterling was in the room,
and be conk! only give Betty a glance
of mote appeal as be went out.
She crouched over ber desk with
blurred eyes For a time there was no
sound save the rustle of the paper
Sterling pretended to read. At length.
throwing it down, be crossed to ber

side.
“Stlil at w rk. Hiss Tandevere?” he
! said, a new note in his big voice.
"I know the signs.
Watch him.
“I'll soon finish now." she answered
Ten'll sf. f r yourself.
Can't come 1 without lifting her eyes. “Don't wait
nigh you without flushing and trem- j please. I'll lock up."
bling.
Genuine case of love at first
Betty cesru aim s.:gn a* ce wenx oki.
light. I gruc-i he knew what he was Hastily locking the door on the inside,
•bout v. hen he took you Into his em- she withdrew the key and returned
her seaL
ploy
“•How can you say such things?”
Now there
An boor dragged by.
Betty was indignant. She realized were shadows everywhere. The cor(or the first time that there was a vein ners were black with them. She felt
of native «. vineoeM under the man's a suffocating terror, as if the walls
veneer
were contracting and might shut to“A pile of money comes Into this ofgether and crush her.
fice.-' he said after an Interval, looking
Suddenly a key clicked in the lock
at her keenly.
"The Bear Is beastly She had barely time to drop behind a
rich. That counts for a good deal.
chair before a man tiptoed into the
Ton'll marry !■ m for his wealth.”
office. As be passed by her hiding
"■A c.iw!e>y fom the plains? Not If
place t!ie light from the street struck
he were made of goki
For a minute she
across his face
Header--a looked relieved, but be- ceased to breathe He went hurriedly
fore he ia rhl repiy Mr. Sterling came
on to the inner room, and after a little
Into the office.
while a gentle clicking told her that he
Betty bent over to her desk with a was working the combination of the
Kariet fa
When, presently, she ven- safe.
tured to -:-al a glance at her employer
Now was her chance! Quaking with
sbe encountered his fixed gaze and
she crept to the door opening on
laew from the look In hia eyes that fright,
the landing. One quick step and she
Header-, a was right.
Then the unexpected
was
outside.
The thought that this uncouth westA flxxl »»f light suddenly ilerner dared aspire to a Vandevere happened.
lumined the darkness: she saw that
Bade her furious. Later on. when ac
the passage was full of policemen.
wraal t
r her Into the inner office,
she had rushed straight into Tom
vhither her employer had withdrawn. And
*e made nil i-osaible haste, bat be Sterling’s arms!
“You! Oh. I'm so glad!" she gasped
T"-l-e to her t-efore she could slip back
hysterically. “Quick! The safe! You
to L-r I'iaoe.
Henderson"—
are being robbed.
oae
moment.
»ac^ievere,
But the men in blue had already
You are looking pale.
You
dashed past into the office. There w..s
®* not C' d to such close
application. the sound of a struggle, then a voice
Sou ii make
yourself ill. I have a box
shrieking dreadful curses the same
« the ote-ra. hut
I seldom go. I'd !>e
voice she had once thought so cultured
Sore than pleased to have
use
It."
you
Betty breath bad stopped, and she and refined.
“I overheard—this afternoon,” Ster^covered ij with difficulty.
“Thank you very much. Mr. Ster- ling said quietly. “I had grown susbefore. If you really love him
7?“" fhe said icily, “but I must de- picious
he shall go free.”
ttoe to take
advantage of your kind“Love him? Oh, no, no!” Betty cried
ness."
with her face hidden on the big man’s
She 2ed with hot
cheeks, but at heart
the was not so
shoulder. “I didn't know until this
angry as she tried to
whom I loved, but I do
Oa»e herself believe.
She knew ln- afternoon
™hfeiy that the offer had not been now r

you"

“Absurd T

Betty

cried,

reddening

—

5-napted
*T* &s

much by a desire to win
by real solicitude for her

so

welfare.
Yurth. r proofs of the big man's
■“hhgktfalu.-ss were forthcoming. That
evening, on returning to her
-Ubllna place, she was met by a smil-

bf landlady.

c<jrne
h

IT*'"p

Tlie

bor you. MLss Yan-

woman

triumphantly

* basket of delicious fruit.
Who sent nr
Betty asked, eearcbfor a card.

-one

was to te found, and Mra.
couid only tell her that the bas“d
been left by a messenger boy.
v
* one of
her fair weather friends
w her
present address. Xaturaiiy
of Mr. Hen Icrson.
^thought
time there had been

r5'e

*Mern-ss In his

a

For

growing

toward her.
ea the
anonymous gifts continued
appear daily she took occasion to
with him.
***$«* are expensive Inxdri,use
she «-•
‘-|>>n't send anv more.
T»c fan
-, tf.
"ss
acit-ere. aHc-w me to correct
;
manner

.n;“!r:‘te

\

Beet tactery (sew per ft....
Bac-hii? sew..
IHacfc Imported
..

....

An

Making Things Clear.
old Peebles worth}- and

an

Eng-

with

Salisbury

the

schools (or

Cove

and

Emery

Children's day exercises at the
Cove July 7.

CMtttM.
Few!

Howard, of Southwest Harbor,
were in
icrwn
Wednesday. Mr. Mayo
intends to sell his place here.

J

Ingalls and wife, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday with Mrs. Ingalls' mother.
Carl

Mrs. M. W. ELarnor.
ML» Nellie Higgins,

Ingalls

Mrs.

was

formerly of this
place, and was recently married to Mr.
Ingalls. They hare the best wishes of
their many

friends here.

Nathan Higgins and wife entertained
the following guest* Last week. Their
nephew. Eugene Higgins and wife, of
Elmhurst, QaL; Mrs. Clara Reed, of Boston. their grandson Harold, son of the
late John T. Higgins, who was accompanied by Otto Gonne, of Boston, and

granddaughter.
Salisbury Cove.

their
of

Miss Alma

Emery,

June 29.

M.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

home of James A McKittrick,
Helena. Montana, on the evening of Jane
2ft, his sister. Miss Elizabeth A. McKittrsck. and Alexander Taylor. ;r., of North
Sullivan, were united in marriage. After
a trip through Wyoming and Colorado on
horseback. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor will reside at Haesserlake. where Mr. McKittrick
and Mr. Taylor are spanning the IDssoor
river with a dam of the latest scientific

••Little

..

▼euetaMea.
Pjttftxs.?*
!£*'* ‘>bS>«*. ft
C3$«
0?
Pitta*oe*.a«w ft 35 * ♦> Beratdi oaioas
4*
Beeu. 1st
«
finsipt. »
*'•« <.
32 Ba d beets,
taniyw, ft
Saeet pousoeft. 2
47 BaKlanvo. (&«!«
X>m 9 Boar* mra!p*.
Lettuce,
& New uOPt$t. &
Rarflahee. hootch
*5
St Stria* bou, qt
fci
Rhabnri.. ft
Cocoa oer-. each a&*o? Bean*—per st—
eriaaea. pc
2<
14f i
YeBow-eye
.3
Toaacoeaft
Pea.
it
Asparagus, canes 25
FraiU
Orangeade*
2*V Leeso"« <tos
iSflSJ
Straw benlc*. t»x
IS Castaiowpe.
C
Sj Pi~enpp.es.each 15*25
Btortientec x
w *xermek>a*. each
*5
Qrwertw.
cease ynrn
Rice, per*
JBgJC
Rfto.
21*23
Vinegar. «
59 Cracked want.
^
Mocha.
*
k«
12 Oatmeal, per ft
Java.
k
Badwtaa, pAr
Ten—per ft—

Japan,

0040C.C.

Sugar—per n—
Coflee—A

Powdered.
Moiiiw per

Havana,

letter

|

|

trusted

weddings

this month is that of

lett.

on

the

delivery,

street

corner

be

post may
carry Love messages safely from
or
around
California,
the circuit

to
: .i

globe.

watches

How the mother at

for

tidings

from

home

her married

children, and how she grieves when fot
week- and months she never receives a
word and feels that
of the

she has

dropped

a

1

visit

out

daily lives of those for whom she

toiled and saved years ago.
-Do you owe your mother
or

a

gift,

from her now?

letter

a

daughter

which have marked

-Do

not

oi

you who are far away
Do not let the sun gc

forget, although

may have
have
but
one

friends, we can
Miss Nellie E. Bart- many
and that no friend
D. Bartlett and mother,
1 so intimate as she.'*
H., and James A.

of F.

wife, of Berlin. N.
Taylor, of North Sullivan.

Among

we

can

be

quite

the

11

A
kfl

M«at»ud Provision*.

the

or

k5#.T?

95

Beef.*:

too great an expense
there is always the

and the

Liases*..
K«ro«ea«.

CSgiv
ynl—

Syrup.

down until you pay that debt of love.

construction.

the

Maine
of the

At the

Among the

box

rural free

ol—p-rrii—
-<%

Porto hw

cousins

frequent visits,

ja
..4

Graaalased men'.ft Gjq

B,

a

Yellow, C

the continent involve
for

-45*j$3 Graham,
-SO* SS Bre meal,

ttfinhni.

ought to know one
another, and be acquainted as brothers
and sisters are.
When long tripe across
:

15*2?

Bm :<mc.;«rW2....—22 f 4
Baled.
!•
Straw.
Loose
faU
Baled....

Family Anniversaries.
“TWmfcwgiving and Christmas, wedding
days and birthdays, are occasions that
should never be neglected in the Life of
the family." writes Margaret E. Sacgster
in
JPTowa’i Howie Companion. -Even
though the married children go far"from
the early home, living in widely-separated
neighborhoods, they should make an
effort to get together at stated intervals,
and so long as their parents live."the |oid
home, with its dear memories, should
draw them like a magnet to its hearth.

son

Will

..

■ay.

Capt. Howard Mayo, daughter Hattie,
and

*

Ponltcy-

Charles Graves has returned from Higgins classical institute. Charleston.
June is.
G.

church at the

.15#.w
.12#-S3

SOU,
Roast*.

Corned,

Too cues.

Fort.*.
Chop.
Ham. per*

Is

Tripe.

Teal:
Swat.
Roasts,
Lamb
Lamb,

X

v§:$

Shoulder.
Bacon.
Sal;

1; #25
J

Lard,

12# .4

li

»§-15

■

Tongues, each
Haddock,
Bail but,
Salmon. IS
Sea trout, ft

were

THE SIMPLE REMEDY
THAT EFFECTS THE CURE
PteffiMf Bhadurd of the French Aiaikaf
of Meduciae fcas speat a great ss«ui of tuna

atwdycagthat dreaddisease—App ■■dlcMia. la

with Profes-w MtRcktikof. he haa
ssstttves coses, aad both
teache-i the cox elusion tka: the cate a aot
tbekxife. la acre than forty cases tbesymp*
terns of Appeal.c.tis disappeared after the
patients had been treated for wonts.
There are. no do-ait, at any person* roffnif
from wvjraa ako are errceecwly attribatiig
tfaeir t-osMe to some other cause.
A few doses
of Dr. True'* Elixir are acfficiest in most cases
for the ccapiete expulsion cf the vocal
The presence of tkeae parasite* tfemiy lecog
W2711T

areft-y e»a:»oi
kart

foal tongue offeasrTe breath; ran able appetite;
hard as 1 foil belly with ccc asroaal gtiptngs and
paiasaboatthe aareJ: Vary, dad eyes: Itching
of the nose; abort dry cough: grinding of the
teeth: startingdaring sleep: sfiow and fteqseat
few:io chiidtra coaml irons and bed ■acting.
Dr. Time's Elixir trill not oaly expel the
weraa, bat w-i fcaiil np the, whole system at
Vtu.

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

THE OLD FAMILY REMEDY
few sore than half a
has been ia coast as t
century. Even Uwagb ao weraa may be present.
Dr. Tree's Elixir prevents tletj growth ami as
aa invaluable remedy for tie relief of stomach
ilia. Its sjirrr.ocj tosic qualities brines back
a feeble a*d impaired diprstiox purifies mi
esr.cfics the blood; quickly regulates a disordered isver.
Pr. True's Elixir is used and endorsed by
physsetaas and icwp-.uli all over the country.
Read what Mrs. Joy says of Dr. True's Elixir.—

Cert*.i Aincnm, Mass.
Dl T*n.—441 wish to inform you of the
success 1 have had is using one bonk of
your Elixir. I gave it to my children, and
liter the third dose one of them passed a
long round worm. I also wish to say it is
cue of the safest and best medicines to have
in the house for children. I would not be
without it sow." Sincerely yours,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per torn—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 08 #6 S>
3 €0 J5 JC
Store,
Dry soft,
Esc.
Roundings per load
Nut,
1SC#'. 25
SJX
Biacksnlxh'e
Butxlsrs, hard

7 50

75
7 50
7 5.
6 5)

Floor, Grain and Food,
t*
Can, bu
5 25*6 0' Snort*—oak—1 »#1
Cora.1 >M bag 1X* •* 35 Mixed feed. bar.
I4'#l 45
135 Middling*, bag 143 # 135
Core meal,bag
2 33 Cotton seed meal. 1 65
Cracked corn,

roar—per bbl—

Joy.

by druggists everyAa :aterwhere at j£C. 30c. sod Ji o a bottle.
MK-.asr ami instructive booklet eat:tied c'ktadrew
s*JT*+xr Z^unueM will be sent free to all Wbo
Dr. True's Eir.:

o

Froth Fiah.
12
» &ue**h. ft
»
Of Shrimps. -qX
12 elS Scallops.
40
X iS Boneless herrlag.ft 15
22 #28
12 Mackerel, each
FaaL

Cod.

CAUSE AND CURE
Of APPENDICITIS

Mrs. Henry C.

»#25

:$

«5b> for it, by «*piy mkiresstag Or. 1. P.
True 4k Cm.. Askars. ■*. We bare a special
Send for free book
treatment for tape-worn

Scalp
Dandruff

^nrp
wVTl

,tchinK
Dry, Scaly

LAW KE£AKDISG WKItiHTS A5D XEiJUMS.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh
and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 7C poends.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
la goo-i order and fit for shipping, is #8 pounds,
of apples, 44 rou nds.
Tee standard weight of a basnet of beans In
gtxd onlcT and fit for snipping. Is
pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, <5pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of eniocs 32,
of carrots. FtUl’sn turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal. X pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 4? pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as or agreement-

pounds.

Make

yourself

worth

while.

I’ll stop your pain free. To snow you firstbefore you spend a penny—whs: my Pink
Pain Tkbleu can do. I will mail you free, a
Trial Package of them—Dr. Shoo p’s Headache
Tablets. Neuralgia- Headache. Toothache.
Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood congestion. Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing away the unnatural
blood pressure
Tha: is all. Address Dr.
Snoop. Racine. Wis. Sold by G. A. Psicux.

Tubbs—I flatter myself that honesty is
face. Grubb—Well—er—
Leon | printed on my
some
allowance foi
Bartlett and wife, Phillips; and Mrs. yes. perhaps—with
errors.
typographical
Ashley H. Ring, of Arlington Heights.
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor will spend
35otrt srnurus.
their honeymoon on a tour through
relatives of the young people present
Mrs. Alex Taylor, of North Sullivan;

Canada.
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WEST TREMONT.

Caps. Thomas Rich,
ill, is much better.
h.

W. Lunt and

Boston the

w

who has

ife,

past week,

Mrs. Mena Lawson and

Sunday.
Perry came

home

son

this

week.

Mrs. L. M. Lunt. who has been at Seal
Cov« visiting the past two weeks, came
Reed

and

on

business,

church

conducted

Sunday evening

in

services at the
the absence of

Corn Starch
Book of Recipes and

Cooking Suggestions

there.

Thelma.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
of

Sorry,
Philip Stinson,
Wednesday.

called

*■

two of America's finest cooks give
advice and suggestions which
cannot fail to help you. Drop

la this book

personal

old

friends here

Mrs. Bertha Carman and children, who

spending a few weeks in Cambridge, came home Tuesday.
Susan Shepherd, of Boston, spent a few
days with her mother, Mrs. Eldridge
Shepherd, at South Deer Isle. She will go

Pauper Notice

postal.^

AH Grocers.
on

:

stands first, highest, and best. Its delicacy ar.d uniformity
make it incomparable for delicious desserts; its partly
i
and wholesomeness give it added value as a f<x>d.
A
You cannot afford to be without our tree

pastor, Rev. N. F. Atwood, who went
toGott's Island to hold his regular service
1.

\

DURYEAS’

the

July

FREE BOOKLET

starch was
The time is pas', when
merelv a basis tor dessert. It is now recognized bv expert cooks to be a most unique aid
More than this,
to better cooking and baking.
authorities recognize it to be a food so valuable that it
our
of
should form a large pan
evervday diet.

Miss Helen

Murphy came home Sunday, June 23. from
Bangor. Miss Marpfay has been attending a millinery school.
Mr. Williamson, who has been in town

v

•-

corn

Saturday.

Mrs. Kathlyn

v

Corn Starch

who have been in

came

home from Stockton and Rockland

home

The Uses of

been very

FommJ

packages.

NATIONAL STARCH CO.
New York
___

contract**i With the City of Elio*
worth to *uj port »uc care ror umm who
E»y >«•*». *" >* -.roe
:r.ug ti>e next Arc year*
mxkS are legal resident* of Ellewoeth. I forbid
oil p-r*-i'. * mwtut; iLem on bit xeeoul, aa
taere 1* plenty o: room and aceomraortaftw fc>
can- lor tpeir. at t»> ot\ yarn* h«x»*e.
*• :>pntM«r.

HAVING

toe.

•.

i

have been

lish lady were one day recently occupants of a railway carriage it: an E ilnburgh hound train. The train ha 1 been
waiting long at a certain station, and
there was no appearance of its start; to Dirigo for the summer.
ing. when the worthy remarked, "They
Mrs. Jason Greenlaw and daughter
lot
here."
are a gey taiglesome
Vivian are at their old home here for the
“I beg your pardon.” said the lady.
Greenlaw accompanied
"Pm sayln* they're an awfu’ daidiin summer. Capt.
them home, but returned to Isles boro
squad here," said the old fellow.
"I really beg your pardon, sir.’’ she Tuesday.
The members of Sea Girt grange gave an
rejoined.
"I’m remarkin’ they're a vera dgelch entertainment in their hall Wednesday
lot here the nlcbt." the old gentleman night. They were somewhat inconvenienced by the severe thunder storm, but a
further ventured.
“Really. 1 must again beg your par- good lixrfe is reported.
H.
JuneJS.
don.” said the lady, with marked embarrassment, “but 1 do not comprehend you.”
SOUTH HANCOCK.
“I was Just trying to sry the train
Mr. Fuller, of Ellsworth, is painting the
was late.” he finally blurted.
church.
“Indeed, sir. It is very late." agreed
Recent arrivals are Mrs. F. M. Watson,
the lady.
New York: Mrs. A. E. Wooster, Waltham,
And the conversation collapsed.
Mass.: Mrs. Annie Smith. Newton, Mass.:
Dundee News.
—

j

14|b
It

Seefcfcwsi.
j*
t*oFneh laid, per is*..22*13

___

twite.
One day when they were alooe in
the office Henderson swung around in
his revolving chair and said abruptly:
“Miss Vandevere. did it ever strike
Bear
you as a bit strange that the
should have given you the best berth
In the office? This Is your first experience. and rood stenographers are as
plenty as hi o k berries."
“I
“Are they ?’ Betty answered.
didn't know."
“Do you mind telling me how you
happened to apply to him?"
“I revived a marked ropy of his advertisement and wrote immediately,
asking for the place.”
•'Hm: Ami got an answer by return
mail sating you might report for

duty?"
“Why-yes-*o I did.
surprising?"

perm-«....
h««3
Deny.-...

^_j.'

bly soothi

ffaaairf Firtea.

Batter.
Qraaacrr

l.__

l0

china

the Decline—

on

Eggs FI rater.

party.
Mrs. '.Tara Foas Qdridge. formerly of
this place bat now of New York, is a
guest at C. Y. Wocaters.

j

I

A. COREY.
By FRANCE

\

v*

Cbe Bear. |

V

wrong courted,Kg i bar* »>t
p-«to as: J oat
grapes or aayjt.n i

else."

Three meals each day
You must partake,
You need some bread,
You want some cake.

“TownTalk”Flour
(Amorlea's Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

is far ahead
for
Aik your Grocer for "TithBits" from "Town Talk" —t/ie latest
Cook*book.

qj-

making

cake

bread.
baking
^

® fjr GtUsioottlj American.
LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
muiini
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT TBB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING COF.

Rollins. Editor «nd Mansrer.
W. H. Trrus, AriocUu Editor.

W.

a year; *1 Wi lor sis
month?; 50 cents for thr**e months; If Eld
cent?
strictly In advance, $l 5<\ 75 and ;tSAll
respectively. Single copies 5 cents.or #2 arper
are reckoned at the rate

Subscription Prlc-—»;oo

rearages
year.

Advertlslrg Rates—A»e reasonable and will be
made kDowa ou application.
Business communications should be addressed
to. and all check* and monev orders made pay
able to The Hancock county Publishing
CO., Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s

edition

of

Average for the year of 1906,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 3, 1907.
County Commissioner.
John R. Shuman, the veteran republican of Great Pond, and postmaster, announces his candidacy for
For

republican nomination for county
commissioner at the county convention a year hence.
Mr. Shuman is a life-long republican, and has held about all the offices
within the gift of the voters of No. 33
the

plantation. For years he has been a
familar figure at republican State
and county conventions. This is the
first time he has entered the lists for
a nomination to a county office.

The

department

of

Then, later, cruel slavery
Made war throughout the lands
Of the sunny South, that knows its
And where liberty now stands.

has been
interest the

justice

wrong.

Now. when our nation’s wholly free.
We leave our work and play,
Aud o’er the States, with one accord,
Commemorate the day.
In patriot's roundelay;
In joyous celebration, keep
Our Independence Day.
—Doris F. Halman.

on

the Bar

Another of the famous Tapley brothers,
of
Brooksville—Capt. Abram P.-has
“crossed the bar.”
large moose promenaded the North
Bend road, Surry, one day last week, and
another walked through the streets of
Two

Winter Harbor.

yacht club’s annual

cruise

Bar Harbor starts at Marblehead,
Mass., Friday. The yachts are scheduled
to make Swan’s Island July 10 and Bar
to

Harbor the

following day.

A handsome stone seat is being erected
on the village green in Bar Harbor, in
memory of J. W. Roberts. The seat will
be of

rough granite, 16 feet long and 6 feet

wide, and will

be

placed

on

the eastern

facing the Main street
form a handsome addition to this already beautiful park.
side of the green
sidewalk. It will

Have you noticed what a plentiful crop
watching with unusual
course of Judge Landis, of Chicago, of dandelions, and what big blossoms, too
who has a chance to impose on the this late spring has brought forth? It is
a lawnStandard Oil Co. the biggest fine in safe to say every man who shoves
mower has noticed it.
Only a few weeks
the history of courts and corporawe reported a Trenton dandelion so
the com- ago
tions. The

charge against

ambitious as to grow four heads on one
of
pany is a combination in restraint
stalk. This week Homer Wilbur, of Marlconvictrade, and there are so many
boro, reports finding one dandelion plant
tions against it that if the maximum with eighty-seven blossoms or seed stalks
penalty was imposed in each case, the on it.
aggregate would be the immense sum
Ellsworth may yet get the name of
Of course it is not mother of justices as Virginia used to
of (29,624,000.
have
that of mother of Presidents. It is
be
likely that any such huge fine will
the birthplace of the late Chief-Justice
imposed, but that the fine wili be a Peters, was the home of the late Chiefstiff one is indicated by the fact that Justice Wiswell, and is that of the present Chief-Justice Emen'. Justice King
Judge Landis demanded to know the makes the fourth from Ellsworth, and if
income and resources of the company he follows precedent—which is always
be
He said in ex- strong with the judiciary-he will
before imposing it.
chief in course of time.—Levnston Joura point nal.
made
he
that
always
planation
of doing this in a case where the
Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
amount of the fine was optional with
The J une session of the Ellsworth Free
him. He did it, he said, as a matter of
Baptist quarterly meeting was held at the
justice both to the public and to the East Franklin church June 14-16. The
criminal. The attorneys for the com- weather was fine, and those present enpany coolly refused to give the in- joyed the cool breezes from Frenchman's
formation, whereupon Judge Landis bay throughout the three days of interestBubpeonaed several of the princi- ing service.
This being the annual session, it was
officers of the company, including
_

—

pal

The attorneys
John D. Rockefeller.
have been fuming and fussing to get
him to recall these subpoenas, but
Judge Landis said that he knew how
to run his court, and did not propose
The outcome of
to be dictated to.
the contest is awaited with interest.

to have present a goodly
for the transaction of business

pleasing
W.

H.

Gordon

was

manner.

The business

was

a

of

their

work till

transferred by the war department. Now Secretary Taft says
that the story is made out of whole
cloth, and that he has no intention of
removing anyone, though he may
are

send some of the civil employees
down from Washington to Panama to
let them get more closely in touch
with their work. The secretary says
that he and the President are entirely
satisfied with the way things are going, and if they are satisfied, it is not

likely private interests trying to interfere with the work will be able to
do much to hamper it except to circulate scandal stories.
Representative Charles E.
family, who were in
gressional party visiting

Littlefield
the conthe Hawaiian Islands by invitation of the
Hawaii legislature, arrived home SatMr. Littlefield's attention
urday.
was called to a newspaper statement
which treated of his probable retireand

ment from Congress at the expiration
of his present term. He said: “This
is the first intimation I have had of
withdrawing. So far as I am able to
say now, I shall be a candidate for reelection. The rumor of my retirement is one that gets into the press
annually, and with no authority from
me.”

sailing out of New York.
of

sea-going

creditable

promptly

dis-

the field open for religious services the remainder of the session.
All were gratified to have Rev. 9. C.

posed of, leaving

life he

was

ing vessels sailing to foreigu ports.
Among them were the brig Elmer and the
barque Ironsides, two of the beat-known
vessels of their day. He met with the
usual hardships in the life of a tailor, and
was wrecked six times during his career,
one time being wrecked at sea, and for
seven days and nights he was obliged to
hang to the hull of the vessel which the
storm had stripped and ruined.
Up to the latter part of his life his home
had been in Brooksville in the old
Tapley mansion, bnilt by his grandfather,
Peltiah Tapley, in Revolutionary times.
It was here that one of the most remark-

Should
Industrial Advantages
More Widely Published.

be

on looking them over the thought occurred that, while this sort of thing was
right from the railroad standpoint, perline had
haps advertising Maine in that
been overdone, when the real good of
State is taken into consideration.
Hummer travel is to be desired, and our

and

and

fish

well

as

game

our

as

sea-

unrivalled scenery and our
busisplendid summer climate are great
infinite
ness assets as well as sources of
delight and pleasure, but summer travel
alone and visiting fisherman, hunters and
our

pleasure tourists never made a
jx>ssible to so emphasize those

state.

It is

features of

overshadow other things
importance, and create
abroad a false impression of the resources
of our State which might deter men from
investing the capital here which is needed
Maine life

of

as

to

more

even

Large Number of Nests being
To th* Honorable, the Jude. „> ,v
In the State.
Court 1b and for the ocutuv*o?,ieh' p,r>b»i,
The flght against the gipsy moth goes
of
snd Round A. Fly#.
merrily on down near the southern part
Itsrthm 5X*. U*M »h«
Pr»o.
the State, where York county comes down celts Steven, Henry C. Allen
*'•»O.Brenn
line,
to a point along the New Hampshire
Edwsrd P. Allen, Ueorn a. DeWin a* Aiie8
of
F.
forces
Allen,
Allen. Arthur F afl s"»* S'
and the State and government
j Allen, Lydia
William A.
ui„ J'*■>«
scouts are busily engaged in bunting out
Lini* F. Jarvis, Vena A
S' farrt,
moths
Davla,
A.
Mary
Barbour, Nin.^,VF,,“l*C
and destroying the nests of the
M. Dority. Elduata Fr« .id
Ll,l»«
Por.^r
Massawhich have found their way from
arethe heira livine indifferent
K»'l.
chusetts into New Hampshire and from B. Freethy, late of Brooklln iniau0,8*®o«
Hancock, deceaeed. who
“wty
there over into Maine. That the forces are aaid county of Hancock, l«, r"'?
l»
,,eWe
A certain lot or parcel of land*
,ollo»v
doing good work is shown by the number
thereon
building,
.°tuute
in
of nests which they have found and desbeing a part of lot No. M,Writ
the plan of
said t„wn of Brooks«»
troyed.
“rooklin, and
bounded *• follow*:
It is no child's play, this hunting out
Beginning on the north aide ol th.
road
near Samuel Lufkin',
nests of the worst insect pest which has ever
barn
at
,0,“
and atone,; thence
northwester*,
h.‘k'
visited the State, but is good hard work road nine rod, to,,take
and etomn.TJS*
three degree, eaat
and plenty of it.
Compared with it the north
,eventeeo r£'°a
nineteen link, to a Make and
^ *"'*
work of hunting out the nests of the north
degree, we,l nine rid', m
eighty
There county road; thence nortbeaaterlv kJ°
brown-tail moth is nothing.
ro«l to the widow Hannah
may be hundreds of the latter in a locality, thence ,onth forty-Are degree,
*•»<«:
but they are easily found when the foli- paa, thirty-four rod, to a ,tike i„dfom'
thence «outh twenty-Ave degree,
age has gone from the trees, and are easily Ar«t

R7;KJ£li:Vffir“i;K5

[From the Machls* I'aioit.)
The railroads of Maine are sending out,
booklet*
as usual this spring illustrated
devoted to, relating and picturing the
callbeauty of our lake* and woods and
to our uning the attention of the world
rivalled facilities for fishing and hunting,

shore.

1*8*1 ^otitts.

Pound

FredVAllen!WJi,? *«5.
Fr<mthy!

deecrihid
in!‘b22JW
ChS!?0*"*-

Wati*,^,*?

destroyed, but with
gipsy moth it is different.

taken and

the nests

of the
The female of this moth cannot fly and
therefore cannot choose the airy locations
her eggs as can her
active sister pest, and

in which to

deposit

smaller and

more

them.

being

Sunday, July

W. button, pastor.
7
Morning service

at

—

Rev. A. L. Hudson, of NewSunday school discontinued

10.30. Sermon

ton, Mass.
during July and August.
East Lamoine, July 7, at 2.30 p.
preaching by Mr. Sutton.

was a

log cabin.

Wbat sort of

impression

an

must

the

BAPTIST.

petitioner

mills in

our

which

products

are

as

are

deposited

to

industrial

our

lumber is

which

employ

worked up

many laborto utilize our

furniture factories
hard woods, a larger development of our
shore fisheries, an increase in our farm

ers,

a

few

their efforts have

finding

of at

least

times several
hunt

was

been

rewarded

one

in each

by the
and often-

nest,

place

conducted.

destroyed by covering

gUttert®

the foregoing petition ordered
notice thereof he given to all
per.on, law
eated. by caualng B copy of aald
petition

rL

fold.
Aside from such nests

succeed, some have had to take up walks and platforms,
life and our take up the floorings of sheds and other
take tin roofing off of buildnatural resources should be made known' outbuildings,
ings, and in one case they had to shovel
to the outside world.
A few more pulp mills started, a few seven tons of coal out of a bin to ge t at
more quarries opened, a
few more cotton the floorings and then shovel the coal
back again, but in each and every instance
and woolen mills and shoe factories, a few
into

m.,

Wherefore your

Eelrj^according

features of

UNITARIAN.
Rev. S.

volume* m:
r!3 Mu',."*! «
Interest! w^J™

dj,»°«

self with

financing enterprises

CHURCH NOTES.

iam. ii°th'

1*4®. snd recorded in the resistrv
•aid Hancock county, In
That the owner, of „ld
of their separate

unable to

; Philadelphia

Benediction

mentioned bound be the

lea,. Being the ,ame
deacrihii
conveyed to eald Samuelpremise,
B, Freeth, m, w!11
Herrtck By hi, deed dated

pray, that r w
aald Brooklln, or aome other
fly she must content her- Cole, of be
per,on,
authorlied to aell aald real ISS*
her eggs in such at
depositing
public or private Ml., aid dhitrtbuu!S!
Our exhibits at the sportsmen's show at
places as are accessible to her. And it is proceed, after paying egpenaea. amoii w
Boston are always good and extremely into thj?
this inability to fly that renders the gipsy
1 Co‘»Unfortunately that is about moth more to be dreaded than the brownteresting.
Dated Jane «, HOT.
the only public exhibition in which Maine
8TATB OF MAINE.
even were its more destructive qualtail,
We did attempt
takes a prominent part.
Hakcoci ee—At s prohste court k.u
ities uneonsidered. for its nests are much
Bluehill, In and for aald county of Hancock*
representation at St. Louis, but through a more difficult to And and therefore the on
the second day of
there
July. In the year
our
State
building
Lord one thousand alne
strange fatuity*
hundred and wr«
danger of infestation is increased many
On

develop

to

outside world get of MaineT Certainly, so
on trees the gipsy moth seems to possess
able gatherings was held nine years ago long as the other side of life here is rarely,
the instinct for placing them in such spots
of
the
notice
the
to
if
ever, brought
people,
when the eight brothers were all ashore
as would render them safe from discovery
of
our
sisthat
the
is
natural
but
people
for the first time together in forty-seven it
from any ordinary search that might be
believe that we live in
years, and a reunion was held. The funeral ter states should
made for them. From the experiences of
and
trout
subsist
chiefly upon
was held at the West Brooksville Congrelog huts,
the searching parties which are now
and
tor
blankets
use
wolf
robes
bear meat,
gational church to-day.
in the State it is evident that a
for
foot
snow
shoes
and
mocasins
gear. working
favorite place for the moth to deposit her
a
that
consideration
Children's Day Service.
Taking also into
is in the stone walls which arc comThe Children’s Day service at the Con- whole lot of semi-literary idiots have eggs
mon
throughout the rural districts of
gregational church took place last Sunday pictured Maine people in poems, stories
and in some instances whole
afternoon. Owing to the storm several of and novels as nncouth. uneducated, uncul- Maine,
colonies of nests have been found in one
the children were unable to be present, tured and speaking a dialect such as ha*
wall.
and part of the programme was omitted. not been heard on earth since the Tower
nniCBitny is mis true in me case oi a
The programme as presented was as fol- of Babal, it must follow that a false imstone wall on the premises of D. L. Donlows:
pression of our State and our people has nell in the
village of York, where a total
gone abroad.
Organ voluntary
of fifty-seven nests was found, and which
Maine is a great State. Only a small
Invocation and Lord's prayer
is the largest number of nests which have
Trio, Mrs. Cunningham, Miss Allen, Miss portion of it is settled, and none of that
been found in a single spot since the men
Hopkins
thickly. It is a State of splendid resources.
started out on the hunt early in the year.
Responsive reading
Our great coast line with its splendid harThis wall runs along in front of Mr. DonGloria
bors, our water power, our wealth of
Singing.School and Congregation
nell's residence, and in looking over the
timber, our granite and slate quarries, our
Prayer
premises the men found two nests on a
our fertile river valleys
shore
fisheries,
Burnham
Recitation. “Welcome,”.Clive
Former extree that set in the wall.
Exercise, “What Jesus Says,” Harold Rice. when utilized and developed, should make
periences with stone walls prompted them
Charlotte Whitcomb, Rachel Haynes, Alice Maine a leading State in manufacturing,
to make a further search and about 100
in commerce and in every form of agriHaynes
feet of the wall was taken down, w ith the
Recitation. “What would My Mission be***
culture.
result that fifty-four more nests were
Martha Milliken
This State should support a population
Singing.School and Congregation of millions instead of a few hundred found in the wall, eleven of them being
Exercise, “Child Needs,*’ Norris Hodgkins.
on the under side of one big stone.
Anthousands. Many causes have tended to
Paul Tapley, Goodwin Mathews, Paul
was found on the bottom of an
must come to us other nest
which
retard
the
growth
Whitcomb
old milk can which had been discarded
Remarks.Pastor sooner or later. In the meantime, if the
and thrown into the wall.
Exercise. “Garlands,”
Dorothy Mathews. capital necessary to build up the State is
1
This is only one instance of the work
Helen Shute. Martha Milliken, Margaret to be brought in here, if the enterprising
Burnham
Maine business men who are working to which the men have to do in their efforts
to prevent the pest from gaining a footCollection
interest their Boston, New York and
in the State. In other localities they
Singing.School and Congregation
friends to assist them in hold

Friday.

Whitcomb, of Bangor, present at the business meeting as well as through the whole
of the numerous stories
series of
meetings. His conservative
set afloat about chaos counsel and
dignified Christianity are
j
of
scandal
and impending revelation
j always a help to the meetings, as well as
The iu iuf uusinesa aumrs v»i iuc
in the Panama canal service.
present and particular story is to the meeting. He, with Rev. D. B. Lothrop, of
effect that there is to he an entire re- the Essex street church, Bangor, enabled
organization of the canal commis- us Friday evening to start the active serinvalusion owing to the discovery of graft vices with good courage. Their
able help was largely the means of makand incompetence everywhere. One
ing this session one of interest.
thing is very certain, and that is that
It was good fortune also to have present
other
and
the
Qeothals
engineer Rev. Mr.
Maj.
Lee, a Methodist
pastor
associated
officers who have been
in the place, who took an active part.
with him on the work will not resign Another great help to the meeting was
their jobs as so many of the civil en- H. W. Rowe, who is at present supgineers have done, and they will not plying the pulpit of the East brook

they

In the
in the
African trade. Before he bad reached the
age of twenty-six he received his first
command.
From that time to the time he retired he
had the command of the pick of the tradvessels

number-

Another
has been

leave the scene

When he had reached the age of eighteen
was chief mate of one of the finest

he

moderator,

chosen

which position he filled in

Capt. Abram Tapley was born in West
Brooksville, Sept. 5, 18J8, and made his
first voyage at the early age of eleven.

early part

COUNTY GOSSIP.

The Eastern

by a wife and five children—Mrs. W. D.
Gates, Miss Etta C. Tapley, Mrs. Minnie
Bartlett, George A. Tapley and Harold S.
Tapley, all of Bangor. Capt. Tapley was
the fourth of a remarkable family of eight
brothers, four of whom are now living, ail
natural-born seamen who have commanded some of the finest ships that ever
sailed from any port, and were connected
with the foreigti trade during their life at
sea.

Yes. unfurl the flairs, and beat the drums.

The new steamer Schoodic is
Harbor-Winter Harbor route.

2,304

Capt. Abram P. Tapley, a native of this
place, died at his home in Bangor Saturday,
aged seventy-eight years. He is survived

Think of the struggles, long ago.
The tights on land and sea:
When patriots conquered o’er the foe.
And won our liberty.

The

American is 2,oOO copies.

OBITtrARY.

GIPSY MOTH CRUSADE.

PKOPEKLA’.

ADYEKTISK MAINE

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

Celebration.
Unfurl the flags, and beat the drums
In patriot's roundelay:
In joyous celebration, keep
Our Independence Day.

where

The

them

the
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ith

w

a

are

solu-
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°Wp.ArU'lV
fell,worth, *pin3
in,
to he held at
in and
.aid bounty, on nld rivth
day of
a-d. 1907, at ten o'clock In the
•how cauae. it any they have,
why the n-a,,,
*
of‘be petitioner ahould not be
EDWrABD K. CHASE, Judee of
court

aLS

torenooiiiS

granted*

Probat,

orii.roTciiiftilriii,0***1"*'
Altesi -T. F.

Mason it, Re*i„fr

NOTICK or
I MAC

VORmosrKK.
by bis mart-

M. Grant
dated June 21,
WHEREAS
§•€•
corded July Ift, 1890, in book

1890, and

re-

Ki, page 287 of
registry of deeds for Hancock comity
Maine, conveyed In mortgage to Deborah 6!
Elizabeth
True.
True and Adelaide True th*9
following described real estate, ri :
the

,oU ur P^^cels oi land situated
in aaid Ellsworth, and bounded and described
follows, to wit:
Westerly by the River
road leading from Ellsworth village to Oak
Point, Trenton, and known as Water street
southerly by the Jarvis lot; easterlvby Franklin street, and northerly by the Jones and
Parcher lot.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
situated on tbe east side of Water atreet in
< ommencEllsworth, described as follows
ingon said Water street, on the north line of
the iStore lot of ^he said John True; then
easterly on aaid line five rods, more or lew, to
lot now occupied by Charles Grindle; then
northerly following said Grindle s lot twentytwo feet more or less; then westerlv
maning
four inchee south of the south side of tbe
buildings bnilt by Charles Davis to Water
street; then southerly on Water street about
twenty feet to tbe place of beginning Beinr
all and tbe same premises this day conveyed
to me by tbe said Deborah D. True, Elizabeth
and Adelaide True.
And whereas, thereaflerwards, on tbe tenth
dav of June. 1907, aaid Deborah I» True.
Elizabeth True and Adelaide Trot assigned
and transferred said mortgage dee.! and debt
thereby secured to me. the undersigned,
Charles W. Grindal, which assignment i* recorded in the registry of deeds for Hancock
county. Maine, In book 441, page 228. and
wnerea* tbe conditions of said mortgage are
broken and remain broken and
unperformed,
now. therefore, I, tbe urderstgueu, assignee
of aaid mortgage, do hereby claim a foreclosure of said mortgage foi breach of the
coooitious thereof and give tnis notice of my
intention to foreclose said mortgage for
breach of the conditions thereof
Daiej this 29th day of June, a d. 191/7.
Chari.es W. Grindal.

Tw?.e2tfmin

as

TIRE subscribers hereby give notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisX
tratrix of the e»tate of
ALEXANDER B. BAIN, late of MOIST
DESERT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, sod
given bonds as the law directs. All pers'Atta having demand*
against the estate of
•aid deceased sre desired to
present the
same
for settlement,
and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment imHannah B Bain.
mediately.
Northeast Harbor, June 2*. W*.

| areas, a development of the stock-raising tion of creosote, which kills the eggs.
Morning service at ! industry, an increase in our dairy prodThe revolving fly-wheel gather** no flies.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school uets and in fruit-raising, in short, a wider
for
men
no
of
Christian
Endeavor meeting at opportunity opened
capital
j at 11.45.
Don’t forget that Dr. Fierce * Favorite Pre! to gain a livelihood, is what Maine needs
7.
Query meeting at 7.30.
scription for woman * weakne**** ami delisubscriber hereby gives notice that
r|^HE
and
is
Maine
can
cate ailments, is not a patent or secret mediwhat
with
th?
acBible study and prayer service at 7.30
have,
X the ban been
appointed eiecutrii
being the “Favorite Prescription" of a of the last will and duly
teaiameut of
j Friday evening.
i companying increase in wealth and popu- cine,
regular educated ami graduated phvsidau ELVIRA R. BENNETT, late of BUCK SPORT,
lation which such things bring if the re- engaged iu the practice of his chosen spec- iu the
CONGREGATIONAL.
county of Hancock, deceased, and
KiUam, pastor.

Rev. P. A. A.

Sunday, July 7

—

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.

July 7 —Morning service at
Sermon by pastor. Sunday school

Sunday.
10.30.

11.45.

at

; wards which capital invested here is
of

sure

ialty—»hnt o? diseases of
ingrt .tv.its .:re printed in

women—that

plum

its

on

ever
bot.
reaping be properly made k'-ow n.
e-wrappe-; that it is the only
ially t'esigned for the cure of
Maine ought to be advertised and adver- medicineespcv
wornu;.
uiotaji. that couiaius no a.coho>.

tised

on

all

lines,

not

on

one

line alone.

and the only one thu: has a professional eidorsement worth more than all the so-called
“testimonial* ever published for other medicines. Send for these endorsements: therare
free for the a»siug.
A little booU of r.oiiif of these endorsement*
will be >cnt to any add re
po-stnaid. and
ab»(-!ute:y fr»e if you request seme ov postal
card or letter of Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo.

All pergiven bonds k« the law direct*
sons having demand* against the edate of
deceased are desired to ;■ --ent the
for settlement, ano all iud*! ;ed thereto
reque»t«d to mak- payment immediately.
Vwom, June 23,19C7. Add/a A. Bassett-

said

«*-me

are

Picturesque Maine; Maine, the fishermen’s paradise, the hunter’s
heaven;
eUrfwrtisinnrmi
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Maine, the Switzerland of America;
Rev. F. F. Hendee, pastor.
the
seashore
is
all
Maine,
in
State,
right
church, which is to be congratulated on
Sunday. July 7
Morning service at its way, but business Maine;
Maine, the
having a young man who gives such 10.30. Sermon by pastor, “The Passing
j
State
of
the
the
farmer,
manufacturer,
promise of being a power in years to come. of Mystery.”
If you suffer from periodical headache,
Sunday school at 11.45. the
STATE OF MAINE.
the sailor, the mechanic,
fisherman,
Rev. D. B. Smith, the only resident Junior
backache, dizziness, pain or dragging down
at
2.30.
league
Evening service at the laborer, is a
good deal better and more sensation low down in the abdomen, weak- Hancock ss.
minister in the quarterly meeting, was 7.30.
“The
Feast
of
Belshazzar.”
Subject,
back. have disagreeable and
weakening,
Ellsworth, dune 14,1""7.
important Maine than the other, and catarrhal, pelvic
present, and rendered valuable assistance.
drain, or are iu distress from
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
The board of registration for the
being long on your feet, then von mav be sure
ought to be brought to the front.
He was chosen a delegate to the State
at
7.30.
evening
of benefit from taking Dr. Pierce’s Favorite city of Ellsworth will be in session at
association.
Prescription.
the mavor and aldermen's room i*
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets—the best laxaMOUTH OF TIIK K1YER.
The session as a whole was marked
tive and regulator of the bowels. Thev in- Hancock hall building, in -aid city,
Rev. J. D. Prigmore. pastor.
1
with a
spirit of good fellowship. A
stomach, liver and bowel*, tine a
from nine o'clock in the forenoon to
Capt. Allen Remick, of Bangor, is visit- vigorate
Sunday, July 7 —Morning service at
Christian
one o'clock in the afternoon ami from
| laxative: two or three a cathartic.
lively
spirit pervaded all
sermon by i>astor. Sunday school at
ing his uncle, Capt. W. L. Remick.
10.30;
the meetings, resulting in a very prothree to five o'clock in the iftemoon
11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
The newly organized grange held its
East.
and from seven to nine o'clock in the
titable session. The September meetat 7.30.
Prayer
meeting
second
Friday
at
Betts
evening
June
29.
meeting
hall,
evening, on the
ing will be held with the Clifton church
PUP—Black and white markings.
HOMAN CATHOLIC.
Capt. Edwin Fullerton, of Boston, vis- SETTER
answers to name ••Ted”.
Sept. 20-22.
Finder will be 9th, 10th, lltb,
12th. 13th days
Rev. J. D. ftBrien, pastor.
rewarded
ited friends and relatives here recently.
suitably
by returning same to Ellsworth Steam Laundry.
of
7
---Low
mass
9
at
July, 1907.
o’clock.
Sunday, July
Keith's Theatre, Huston.
Leonard Hodgkins, who has been away
for the purpose of registering the
The programme at Keith’s next week Sunday school discontinued during July to sea two years, is at home for a short vafax Salt.
the
name* of voters aud correcting
is made up of light, bright, breezy fea- and August.
c ition.
plants, 2ic p<rr hundred
Ad- voting lists.
tures, without a dramatic sketch or a seridrese
H
C.
R.
F.
Robert B. Carter, who has been in Bar CABBAGE
Sm-ti,
p, 4. Ellsworth
PERSONAL APPEAR A V 1-‘enElfle Fay,
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
ous turn in the whole number.
Harbor the past week visiting hi9 grandbeautiful souvenir postals, any ad- quired of a voter to have las name
comedienne, will make merry in her jolly
10
cent.. Box 209 Stockton SpringFIVE
4res«,
Rev. J. D. Prigmore was in Bucksport a
son, Eben Carter, has returned home.
registered.
Maiue.
way.
R. E. MASON, Chairman.
part of last week.
Oswald W. Ells and wife, who have
TRAP iu good condition
A notable debut will be that of Viola
Mrs. Addie Holt, of Pumpkin island, been
Apply to Ggoguk A. PaxcHsK, Ellsvisiting their aunt, Mrs. Frank TWO-SEATED
Gillette, who has been the principal boy in
worth.
has been visiting her sister here.
Swett, and other relatives here, have reall of the big pantomime productions durAlrUN—One-horse team wagon iu good
Frank Haslam and wife visited relatives turned to their home in South Brewer.
T»
repair, at x bargain, or will exchange
ing the past few years, and George Maclight express wagon. Address A. I.
Mrs. Allen Holt, of Cape Elizabeth*, with for
Farlane, baritone vocalist, in a skit called Ht West Sullivan Saturday and Sunday.
The
Cuniculocus Park machineRicmardsom, High 8t., Eliaworth.
her
two
Julius
4iA Little Musical Nonsense”.
children, Louise and Carl, is visis
Harry E. Carter and wife are receiving
Imtited quantity of lumber— sheared wool-clip for 1907
her
mother, Mrs. Cordelia Remick, LUMBER—A
Tannean, mimic and all-around enter- ! congratulations on the birth of a boy, iting
Joist, planed spruce aud piuc boards
For aale at 35cts. (thirty-five cts. pet
at
reasonable
her
etc.,
and
M. C. AosrtM
sister, Mrs. Jed Pray.
=
tainer, is to deliver his latest collection of born Monday.
prices.
Cunicnlocua Park Mills, Egypt, Me.
pound. This wool is extra quality
jests and songs.
,’“lt
Miss Lura Treworgy, who has been in
It is never a mark of greatness to avenge T3UILDINGS lor removal
Buildings on fleeces are “Tyrolian Style,”
The Bellong brothers give sensational
1J Spruce street recently purchased by me
or
Malden, Mass., for several weeks, returned one’s self.
from Dr. A. C. Hagerthy. will be sold for re- or Black fading to White, suitable
series of cycle stunts, while the Camille
home Saturday.
dar
moval. The highest bid presented within a
tines1
the
of
the manufacture
trio’s comedy bar act is one of the most
*
week, takes them.
Johm H. Brimmer.
Miss Grace Gordon, of Sullivan, who State or Ohio, city or Toledo,
with dye.
Lucas county.
»gglaughable turns of the day. There is no has been
H. W. Carr property ou Water street? gray English cloth
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
visiting Frank Haslam and wife,
better musical act in vaudeville than that
THE
consisting of large two-story store. 30x43.
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
of the Exposition four, made up of the returned home Saturday.
TUe second story la fitted for
Austin,
Fretz
M.C.
dwelling with all
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo. hardwood fioore.
three Alexander brothers and
There are nine finished
Brady.
Stable..__
The supper given in the vestry on Tues- County and State aforesaid, and that said firm rooms. The store is fitted with
fine refrigera- HCjrpt,
They are dancers and vocalists as w ell as
will pay the lum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
tor. counters, shelving, ice- boxee for fieh. etc.
instrumentalists.
day evening by the men was well patron- LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that There
ia a
six
Prayer meeting Friday evening

at 7.30.

—

NOTICE TO VOTERS.

Wool For Sale.

—

_.

Another artist to make her debut in
mdeville will be Beth Stone,
Boston
dancer. Hibbert and Warreu, comedians

Senator Eugene Hale arrived home
last week from Baltimore, where he and dancers; 4*Paganni’s Ghost,” a musical novelty; Le Fevre and St. John, in a
went some weeks ago to submit to a
the D’Elmar brothers,
Not only his lively little skit;
surgical operation.
comedy acrobats; Shungopavi, the Indian
but
also
the
Winifred
and
friends,
Stewart, singing
magician;
neighbors
comedienne, and the kinetograph will
country at large will be glad to learn complete the programme.
that he is rapidly regaining health
The Fadettes are to commence their annual engagement on Monday, July 29.
and strength.

ized.

A little

than |25 was realized.
Mrs, Abbie Haslam and Mrs. Arthur W.
Salsbury and son Dana returned last week
from Hallowell, where they have been
visiting Leroy Haslam and wife.
more

To be truly happy is
we
we

a question of how
and not of how we end; of what
want, and not what we have.—Steven-

begin,

son.

cannot

be cured

by the use of Hall’s Catarrh

Cure.
Sworn to before
presence this 6th
1

me

FRANK J. CHENEY.
and subscribed in my

day of December. A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
f
Notary Public.
^ __j
is
Cure
taken internally, and
Hall’s Catarrh
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
free.

the system.

Send for testimonials

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

good stable,
stalls, also an Icehouse. The property to build to-day would
cost over #6.000.
Wifi sell at a great bargain
and on
easy terms.Gao. H. Grant.

not

to

Hancock,

the

State

Maine, and the l nited States of America

‘eJ.

Iw-Indc'l.MSh

Ft's

trespass in Cnnlcnlocue Park. I
DO demand
protection
life and property
the
ot

county

J,,

shy*.•

Spnial Kouus.
SPECIAL NOTICE?"
front

BOKDERINti BKAlTIftX t--4*®
Widow mint Mil lOO Acre. 1,1
Exeellant s room house, good stable
lure No. 1330S, page 9, Strouts List k
Cold spring water, delightful
>
*”“
cows, big lot ol woo. I aud timber; •#
(jj
grand views; growing crops
1 art <-»»“■
worth $>000.
for
$1000.
yours
K. A. Bthout Comj>aNY.
Me333 Water St. Augusta.

of

3faav c. Fretz Austin.

Subscribe

for

Tbe

America#

cmr mnmjto.
Before the AlIjttle >ewr Bsilaw
dernee Monday Keening.
Monday evening's meeting of the board

tree short, little new business
pi aldermen
the board.
Important
coming before
the reorganiiation of
Betters c ncerning
dre department were deferred until a

tbe

cecess meeting.
Aldermen presMayor Greely preaided.
and Alexander.
ent: Stuart, Ourti*, Staples
was referred
The committee to which
of location of
the
letiocst for change
of High and
standpipe at the corner
further time, a suitaMain streets naked
not having been found.
ble location
was referred
The committee to which
light at High and
petition for an electric
Washington streets also asked for furtime.

ther
Rolls of accounts
low s:
1

were

passed

Mown so.
Ifmme.
Edward T Pina.
Jobs E Moaitoo.
Certia R Fo»t*r,
Geo H Omni Co,
M E Holme*,

fmn4.

Contingent,

fol-

as

s.

boll or

Amomut.

Franklin street engine bow had been
found to be rotten, and had been
replaced
by filling in with rocks, ashes and crushed

THE

o*

BRINGS

•tone.

upon the table, no one appearing for or
against it.
Tbe city marshal was instructed to appoint Clifton Woodward a special police-

haxcock th* sum clam cocstt
—tm*

voted that

places

a now o

the coast of Maine they’re
Natives make
plain dam*.

on

as

!

chowder* and stews from them; steam
’em. bake and fry them, and each year at
the country fain “Unde Beane" of Bearsport makes a good thing from selling the

#igb:-seers

“soured clam*" at ten cents

:

plate.
Time was when the cLsm was more or
leas despised. It was too abundant then
to be regarded as a
delicacy. Like the salmon on the Penobscot. *had on the Ken!
nebec and the Lfteiaware, natives looked
down upon this shell fish.
Times have I

■

commit-

a

tee of two be

|

(gard

to

June 3.
H
s son.
MOORE—At Ellsworth. Juae 1*.
Mr* Erastos J Moore, a soa.

to

Mr aad

to

Mr and

TEETH
WITHOUT

Mr aad
] France*

PLATES

snigjevted to light and OLMSTEAD—At
Beadiag. Maas. Jane & to
Mr and Mrs W I Oimstead. a son.
warmth, when they blossom.
The
Ieie au Haas. June 22. to Mr and
®\CH—At
most prominent feature of a
Mrs William 8 Rich, a soa.
plant retardation establishment is the huge FTAXLEY—At Stomagton. Jane 9. to Mr
*nd Mrs Winslow D Staulev. a daughter.
Cot-1 storage building in which the
[Violet Rose
plants are stowed away. Under the SPUR LING —At
Isles. Jane 28. to
®:i«

more

of the guide the visitor [■a.sse* the
in a moment he steps from
portals,
the warmth an-1 light of a summer's
day into the cold bitterness of a wiuter’s night, the darkness of which is
het feebly relieved by the flickering
hat. 3 lanterns.
The Interior of the
building is divided :cto various chamher- and each one of these is allotted
to some particular kind of plant One
cuamwr

is

nui

or

tar

preferred by many people
who have to sacrifice the natural dentures.
We have a thorare

Cranberry

care

|

the

18

PCBnrrill.
CfftFLMuoo.

remote from salt water they are reto as “succulent bivalvesbut

ferred
down here

DCNN—At Melrose. Mass. June IS.
Mr* George W Dona, a daughter.
Ei Hot.

Kelly,

of cold and darkness cntil whatever time is desired.
Then they are
means

Rubber-necks is what they call them in
pans of N'York, while ia some ;

appointed to confer with
Mr. Leonard, chief engineer of tbe Bar
Harbor
Union River Power C<x. in reto tbe feasibility of petting a
twenty-inch pipe in tbe new dam as a
mm
provision for future needs for additional
8 78
fire protection. Aid. Stuart and Alex8 3D

«•
17 98
» »
54 88

Journal.]

ARTIFICIAL"

CLEVELAND—At Stoaingtoa. Jane 17. to Mr
*®d Mrs Charles A Cleveland, a daughter.
DALES9IO—At Ellsworth. Jane J7. to Mr sad
Mr- Giswppe Dalesuio. s daughter.

complished by -plant retardation."
holding back the development by KwLLLta* Stoniagtea.
Mrs VUiisa

some

Report accepted.
was

Lilies it the valley and many otbei
are now placed on the markets
of the world's great cities months after they are oat of season
This is ac-

or casswo

'From the Lewiston

Street Commissioner Hurley reported
that complaint had been made of tbe
condition of the drain between Water
street and tbe river just below the postoffice. He said it mould cost fl50 to
put
in a pipe drain of sufficient size. Referred to committee on streets to investigate.
Tbe committee on streets to which was
referred petition for sidewalk on Waltham road, recommended that tbe
city
furnish plank: petitioners to do the

aORM.

1-BARBOCB-At North ihn Isle. Jane BL to
Mr and Mrs Hosea Barbour, a son. 'Benfa=nia CoUiaa.]

rtoem

plants

CLAMS.

man.

On motion it

ncocBss

Method M Pratwlaa
Omt of Ifwn.

INTO

DOLLARS

Maine yearly.

45 w
45 00

MANY

The petitions for the laying out of McKenzie avenue as a public way was laid

work.

PLANT RETARDATION.

HUMBLE GLAM

Mr sad \r? Charies L Spurring, a daughter.
WEBB—At Stoainzton. Jane 2*. to Mr and
Mrs Stephen A Webb, a son.
WIGGIN—At Ellsworth. Juae 2% to Mr and
Mrs Charies D Wiggin. s daughter.
WOODS—At BluehiH. Juae 3X to Mr and Mrs
Charles Woods, a soa.
Harry Syhener.

oughly trusty

putting in teeth without plates
ami making then as serviceable

MARRIED.

1

the natural teeth.

as

AH work

!
guaranteed satisfactory.
" hv not make an
appointment
now by mail or wire ?

CHAPMAN—STANLEY—AJ Northeast Harbor. Jaw l. by Rev E E Harris. Miss CharA Chapman, of Ellsworth, to Arthur
lotte
W Stanley, of Northeast Harbor.
COUSINS—FARNHAM—At Bucks port. June

me

and reliable way

of

~J. D. 5..

valley
changed. To-day tne clam is much roots, ibe next is packed with boxes
*• by Rev Frederic Brown. Mia* Leonora
Pnb
Co
Co.
Hancock
sought after. It is harder to secure and, containing Ulium bulbs, while again a
Cousins, of Buck sport, to Louis B Farnaam.
57 Mata St-,
Haipin Job Print,
of Orland.
as with the lobster,
Bangor, Me.
is crammed with small 1
are higher than
compartment
prices
ander
were appointed tbe committee.
82 94
Andrew M Moor.
CURTIB-PICKERING—At Deer Isle. Jane ».
used to be.
azalea
But
a few yean ago
of
potted
and
they
plants
spiraea.
Tbe clerk waa instructed to notify com»98
E P Spcfford. esq. Miss Msrr B CartU. of
C E Sinclair.
by
when a family in a small Maine coast
Each and all of these varieties are in ! Rockland, to Timothy G
S Cf panies that have not complied with tbe
Pickering, of Deer
L W Jordan.
Isle.
town wanted a clam chowder or steamed
a
dormant condition, sleeping away
M«2 order of the city government to
J a Cunningham.
put wires
DONOVAN—DYER—At
Ellsworth. June ®.
dams, one of the family took him or her- their time entirely unconscious of the ;
8 M in cable* in
N E Tel A Tel Co.
by Rev P A Have*. Miss Elizabeth M DonoTieinity of postoffice square, self
to the flats and dug a basket in no
8 40
changing seasons in the outside world, j van. of Cherryffeid. to Ralph A Dyer, of
that they most do so at once, or proceedSchoolhonan, C W Baaford.
is on in earnest at Lord’s.
Bangor.
3D
3 P Pmcklin.
time. Now they. too. depend upon pedThe walls of the chambers are thickly
j HALL—ROBBINS—At Ellsworth. Julr 2. br
ings will be commenced against them.
8 80
Minnie A Leighton.
dlers.
as do the inhabitants of the incoated
with
a deposit of frost crystals,
just
Rev
R
B
Mathew*. Miss Isabel L fiaL. of
A recess was taken to Monday evening.
j
8 23
Edward Banff.
Ellsworth, to Lawrence O Robbins, of
land places.
and millions of these flash like dia81* July 15.
Washington. DC.
Hi*h school. Hancock Co Pub Co,
Asa business proposition the clam is a
mond* in response to the rays of light
OF ALL KINDS.
* 00
HARTWELL—BUNKER-At Blaehill Falls.
C w BMIOM.
valuable asset to the State of Maine. It is
from the lamp. The degree of cold is
UNION TRUST COMPANY.
26. by Rev R L Olds. Miss Margaret
IN
j June
Eugene P Wnrren.
Elizabeth Hsrtwell. of Biuehill Falls, to
one of the
obtained
means
of
a
of
comour
coast
mud
usnally
by
products
1 01
Ckaa J Brown.
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i Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
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to

All ktcA* of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goods called ivr and delivered.

SCHOOL,

Baxter Block. Portland, Me.
W« also teach sitexrsj/Hlly by comtspomdencc,

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
WEST END
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ELLS WORT FI
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ELECTRICAL :^cand

Gasolene Engines and Launches.

l havr mi revised *he eleerxfeal wiring business
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ANDREW M. MOOR.
48 Portland Pier,
Portland, Me.
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Port.

Washington
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having yet been devised
The men use
which can do the work.
what is known as a clam hoe, though it
could be called with equal propriety a
Population of London.
The population of greater London in rake. It is a long tined iron rake fastened
1901 was &5S1'OQ0. The population of the to a short handle with w hich the digger
county and city of London was 4.537.000. hoes up the flats, wherever he sees clam
Greater London corns.n* more than one- t signs. The digging must all be done at
fifth of the total population of England low water and the number of bushels
More taan one-half of the which a good digger can get at a tide is a
and Wales.
inhabitants were born in London, and the questionable proposition; as much deremainder in other parts of Great Britain pends upon the fiats as upon the man.
and Ireland, excepting about three per j On a fiat which has not been hard dug a
British j good man ought to average three bushels
cent., who are natives of the
colonies and foreign countries.
per tide, w hile on others he would be
Germans. French, Dutch, Pedes and lucky could be gel half that number.
clams which
The process of canning
Scandinavians are particularly well repcut
resented. the number of Jews is more is most generally followed is first to
considerable than in any other city of off the snout, remove the skin or film covclam as for the table.
England, and near the dock, in the East ering and clean the
cans
End are not a few representatives of the Next they are placed in cans and the
salt
Chinese, Hindus, and other oriental peo- tilled with liquid dilated with fresh,
or sea water, and the covers soldered on.
ples.
Most of the foreign-born population ! Next the cans are placed in crates and th
of boiling
who make their homes in London hate contents cooked in a tank
The length of this boiling debetter business water.
gone there in search of
is pro- pends upon the freshness of the clam*;
opportunities, but their number
as it was
the fresoer the clams the longer the cookportionately not so large now
ing.
three centuries ago.

once.”
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The title* to many piece* of property on
the island along the proposed route have
been examined by the company 's attorneys.
The preliminary survey for the road has
been completed, and the engineers are
now engaged in checking their work.

and
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wages $59,566. Last year there
927 boats worth $14,588, and 1.689 perengaged in the clamming business.
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j sons

That

Harbor to
property
The pay of factory help for the year was
place as well as other property along the ! $55,600.
road.
The
route of the proposed
company
Of the seventeen canning factories in
has an option on Clark's point at South- J the State Cumberland
and
Hancock
of
valuable
west Harbor, and this
piece
counties each have five, Knox four. Linshore
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frontage
coln two and the other is in Washington,
property with a fine
probably be purchased for a terminal.
oouaty. It is now understood, however,
west

MARINE

Bar

admirably suited for
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in

j

located and

same

York and

Harbor. NegoIn 1906 there were eighteen clam canning
progress for some i factories in the State, valued at f20.9CW.
time for the sale to the company of a
while on December31, last, there were sevtract of land containing several acres in enteen valued at $19,400. In 1905 there were
the lower part of the town, conveniently $87 boats, valued at 12.206. and 1.579 persons
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AUTOMOBILES.
Let us call your attention to the fact that
agents for the

L.
we

are

RAMBLER CARS,
and also repairmen for any car. Send for catalogue and prices. Poktlax d- R ocklax d Automobile Cobpasy. J. A. Lester, Marager. Rockland. Me.

W.

RUMILL,
Undertaker.

Iteaier in Caskets. Coffins,
WEST

Robes, etc.

TRF.MO.NT. MAINE,

Telephone connect! jn.

StriurttermriM.

UCi, American has subscribers al 107
tf th« 11 7 post-offices in Hancock county.

AH the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The American is not *he only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hae never claimed to
be, but it it the only paper that can properly be called a Co.nty paper; all the
root arc merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Harbor Record's summer list, i« larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.

of Tilden. After the
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OF NEW YORK
Miss Gertrude G. Moore, who has been spending his vacation at the farm.
GREAT POND.
working for K. L. Moore, sr., returned
Arden Young has repaired and painted
is the oldest company in the United States and the largest and strongest in
to her home in Ellsworth Falls last SatClyde Laughlin 1. at home from Mini
bis buildings which make a pretty picture
the world.
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others who may be thinking of taking insurance during the year itniT.
Mrs. Lorenzo Moore, of Ellsworth Falls, ground.
A patent has been granted
Gleason L
The company had T)ec. 81, 1906:
was visiting at K. L. Moore’s Tuesday and
Mrs. David Philbrook and daughters Archer, of Boston, for an improvement in
1495,684,649.58.
Total Assets,
Wednesday. Her son Harold, who has Vivian and Myra, of North Manaville, car-ventilators. Fresh air free
from cin1^17,1157,189.00.
been visiting here, returned with her.
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time
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car
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Making
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parents, George
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Austin McNeil was in Bangor on busiAbbie Rowe, of Amherst, were
married at
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, w ho
In gains for policy holders the company has broken all records.
Franklin, the guest of Z. Wilbur.
ness this week.
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stand?
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Wednesday
evening. The cereIn economy of management
pre-eminent.
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in
the
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holders
their
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mony
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compauy
own home
policy
bury, was pleased to find, while strolling
in Bangor,
which they have recently
In the 64 years of its existence the Mutual Life has paid to its policy-holders Mondfcv from their home
New York for the summer.
purchased and
in the Helds last Friday, quite a lot of ripe
holds in trust for them more than 100 million where they went to spend Sunday.
and
still
other
beneficiaries
and
furnished.
A
nicely
large company wM
Mrs. F. E. Pettengill, of West Sullivan,
strawberries.
dollars in excess of all that it has received from them.
Oasis chapter, O. E. S., has suspended
present. A bountiful collation was served
is spending a few days at the home of her
The death at Eddington of Robert W.
The
and
bride
and
The
August.
are held in
July
groom
meetings during
lather, Z. L. Wilbur.
high
Carr last week was received here with sadWomen Insured at the Same Rates as Men,
esteem. Their friends wish them
chapter has arranged for a picnic at Long ness. He lived here
much
James T. Maxwell and wife, with a
many years previous
14.
on
will
l>e
Further information
happiness.
pond August
supplied
request.
to moving to Eddington. Everybody was
party of ten, from Hancock Point, dined
June 28.
Mrs. Jessie F. Lawrence and daughter
j.
at the Relay house Sunday.
his friend, and all extend sincere symAgents Wanted in Hancock County
of Capt. and Mrs.
were
Belle
guests
to the family.
Don’t be afraid to undertake a new
pathy
George W. Keniston and daughter Miss
to represent the company in their locality. Apply to
Mitchell last week on their way to their
Elsie are at Seal Harbor, where they have
School closed Friday, after a successful thing. All such are world-builders and
cottage at Sullivan for a few months.
FRRD L. KENT, Ellsworth, Maine.
term of ten weeks taught by Mrs. Tripp.
history-makers.
employment for the summer.
Miss Belle has become a very proficient
Misses Florence Dunn and Lola Dyer
studied in Boston
having
piar.o
player,
was built
have gone to Northeast Harbor, where tiai and commodious boat, and
COUNTY
during the past winter.
expressly to meet the weather conditions “or Additional County Sow a. too otkor paytt
they have positions for the summer.
Vox Popru.
July i.
W. H. Parker,
Frenchman's
of
bay.
Capt.
the
Mrs. Harry Wooster, who taught
will command the new boat.
at Eben

Hodgkins’

•w

a

few

*•_Davis*

■

NEWS.

last week of

of this town,

school for Miss Craig, has
where Mr. Wooster is

July

Camden,
employed.
gone to

F. Collins, who is rallying from
an attack of pneumonia, rode to Gouldsboro for an outing this week, the guest of
Dr. H.

(

Carroll Dunn.

Grace

Mrs.

Butler

daughter have gone
they will spend some
employed there.

French
to

and little

Bingham,

closed Friday,
taught by Miss

after
Ana

Capt. Fred Allen, who was called here
Miss Bernice Dunn is making
by the death of Simpaon Sargent, reprogress towards recovery. Miss Craig
turned Sunday.
has left, and a new trained nurse was installed Saturday.
Simpson Sargent died at his home on
Beach hill. June 27, aged about sixtyMiss Pollard, who has been teaching at
three years. Mr. Sargent was ill eleven
Harrington, was the week-end guest of
Death was due to peritonitis. Mr.
Mrs. Marion Blaisdell on her way to her days.
Sargent was a member of Bar Harbor
home near Augusta.
lodge, I. O. O. F., which conducted the
Mrs. Leslie Swan has closed her dressservices, assisted by Winter Harbor lodge.
making rooms here, and left Friday for There were many beautiful flowers,
Northeast Harbor, accompanied by her
among which were a large wreath from the
son Burleigh, who will be employed there.
Odd Fellows and a bank of flowers from

garlands

of

The

roses.

lilacs, ferns, buttercups and
was
performed j
ceremony

Rev.
R.
B. !
floral arch.
Ellsworth, officiated. The
bridal party entered to the strains of
Mendelssohn's wedding march, played by j
Mrs. Delle Fickett. Miss Edith and Melvin Perkins, sister and brother of the

beneath

Mathews,

bride,

a

of

were

maid of honor and

The bride

was

sw’eet

becoming

gown of

and

best

youthful
batiste

white

Valenciennes lace trimmings.

man.

in

1

a

with

She carried

bouquet of lilies-of-the-valley. After
the ceremony dainty refreshments were
served. The wedded couple were the recipients of many presents. Successfully
eluding the party of guests later in the
a

evening, they quietly w ithdrew and left
for a week's outing at a camp on Abram’s
pond. East brook. On their return to
Franklin, to leave on the midday train
Wednesday, their friends showered them
with rice and good w ishes. Their home
Dorchester

in

in

was

pleasant readiness

for their occupancy.
June 29.

B.

j

WINTER HARBOR.
Roberts, of Boston, is visiting his
father, J. J. Roberts.
Mr.

F. E. Weston is at Corea, superintending
the erection of the Parker store.

Miss Idella Hill, of Brooklin, is visiting
sister, Mrs. Ralph Crane.

her

Merton Wescott left Monday for Isles-

ford,

where he has

employment.

Rev. Mr. Van Ness and family, of Boston, are occupying Eddystone this season.
Grindstone inn opened June 29, with a
large number of guests for this season of
the year.
D. Keith will leave this week
Harbor, where he has employment
at the Malvern.

Bradley

for Bar

John Matheson went to the Eastern
Maine general hospital, Bangor, Saturday, !

surgical treatment.
Representatives of the Tracy family j
attended the annual Tracy reunion at
j
Gonldsboro Point Saturday.
I
underMiss Pearl Hadley, who recently
went a successful operation for appendicitis at the hospital at Bangor, returned
home Saturday.
Members of Grindstone lodge, 1. O. O.
F., went to West Goulds t>oro Friday to
attend the funeral of Simpson Sargent,
for

who

was a

member

of the order.

Miss Ella Moore and

Miss Faith Moore,

York, came in their automobile
this week. They will occupy their cottage
here this season. Mi98 Barnes, also of
New York, came in her touring car Sunday.
A large moose traversed
the entire
length of the village Friday evening at
about 8 o’clock, evidently bound from
Grindstone Neck to Schoodic mountain.
Several moose have been 9een in this
vicinity within the past week.
A large number of citizens gathered at
the steamboat wharf Saturday to witness
the arrival of the new steamer Schoodic,
which was recently built at South Portland for the Winter Harbor-Bar Harbor
route, taking the place of steamer Ruth,
which

was

sold to

Bangor parties

The Schoodic is

a

Little Mildred Ford, of North Hancock,
spending a few weeks with her grandmother, Mrs. Clara Ford.

Miss Addie Ingalls went to
to spend her vacation.

Bluehill

Saturday

I

last

very substan-

For the strong—that they
may keep their strength.

Miss Addie Springer is spending her vacation with Mrs. Frank Burkhart.
Mrs. A. W. Buzzell, of Ellsworth, visited
her parents, Albert Sargent and wife, last

For the weak—that they
may regain their strength.

week.

Misses Gertrude, Edith and Carrie
Foss and Rena and Myra Springer, of
Hancock, spent last week at Stratton and
Springer’s fishing camp at the shore.
Mrs. Henry Coggins, her daughter. Miss
Eunice, and her grandson, Frederick
Tweedie, of Lamoine, and Miss Lord, of
Ellsworth, spent last Saturday with Mrs.
Clara Ford.

Everett

suddenly

McFarland
last

was

For the young that
may grow in strength.

taken ill quite
not yet able to

Friday and is

sit

up.
Mrs. Reuel McFarland and little daughter Helen, visited relatives in Hancock
last week.

they

Uneeda Biscuit

Work done on the roads put the mail
carrier's automobile out of commission
several hours recently.

Special exercises Friday closed a very
successful term of school. Bad weather
at the beginning interfered with regular
attendance of pupila living at a distance,
Mrs. C. L. Estey and family, of Brockbut the interest has been well sustained
ton, Mass., arrived Friday and opened
the
twelve weeks' term.
the D. of L. Besides a widow, he leaves 1 their cottage here. Mrs. Estey’s niece, throughout
Teacher and pupils are well satisfied with
two daughters—Mrs. Laura Allen and | Miss Maud Stanley, of
Waltham, Mass., results. Two pupils, Irving Harding, aged
Mrs. Elizabeth Asne.
is with her.
eleven, and Olive Tinker, aged five years,
|
M.
July 1.
Miss Mabelle Bennett, of Hancock, were present at every session. This is
closed
a
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
very successful term of school Miss Ingalls' second year here, and only
At a regular meeting of Rockbound here last Friday. The average attendance words of commendation are heard for her
was
seven.
The programme for the after- work in the school.
council, D. of L., June 28, the following
noon was as follows:
resolutions were adopted:
Singing, America;
July 1.
Lester Bow*den; singing, Ruth
Whereas, The death angel ha# again en- recitation,
Remiclt; recitations, Phebe Mosley, Miltered our midst aud severed another link in
LAMOINE.
the fraternal chain that binds us by removing dred Rodick; song, Phebe Mosley, reciMiss Minnie Pomroy is the guest of
an honorary and charter member, Brother
tation, Miss Bennett; recitation, Ruth Mrs.
Benjamin Young.
Simpson Sargent, therefore be it
Rernick; singing, Miss Bennett; song,
Miss Linnie Leland, of Bar Harbor, is
Resolved. That we offer Sister Annie Sar- Phebie
Mosley; singing, school. Quite a the
gent aud family, who have long enjoyed the
guest of Mrs. Jefferson Smith.
number of the parents and friends visited
guiding hand and kindly presence of a loving
Miss Clara Hodgkins, a teacher in Bevthe school the last afternoon and were
husband aud father, our sincere sympathy in
pleased with the improvement that .the erly, arrived home Friday for her summer ;
their great affliction.
vacation.
Resolved, That this testimonial of our sym- pupils had made.
Prof. Raymond McFarland and wife, of
pathy be sent to the family of our sister, also
Ark.
July 1.
*
printed in The Ellsworth American and
Leicester, Mass., will take up their suraBangor Xetcs.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
mer residence in the Perkins house.
Resolved. That our charter be draped for
Miss Jane W. Moore is a guest of Mrs.
Mrs. Cora Proctor, of Salem. Mass., has 1
thirty days, aud these resolutions be entered
L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor.
been spending the past week with her !
on the minutes of the meeting.
Warren Shaw, of Bar Harbor, has been parents, Charles Whitaker and wife.
Grace W. Clark.
Emma T. Kingsley,
a recent guest at The Sands.
Prof. Arthur Reynolds and family, of
Sybil L. Bunker.
Miss Margaret Moore has returned from Derry, N. H., are in town for the season at
Committee on resolutions.
the home of Mrs. Reynolds’ parents, W.
a visit of a few weeks in New York.
Clarke Blance went to Sullivan Satur- F. Hutchings and wife.
AMHERST.
Mrs. Charles Hodgkins and daughter,
day to see Lewis Noonan, jr, who is ill.
Schools closed Friday.
Schoodic lodge, K. of P., conferred the and three younger sons, of Melrose, Mass.,
arrived at their summer home here WedE. J. Richardson and wife are on a visit third rank on a candidate
Saturday evento northeast Harbor.
nesday. Capt. Hodgkins and son Joseph
ing.
will join them next week.
l&wis Sumner and wife visited relatives
Dr. C. C. Larrabee spent Friday at East
Since Lamoine was the birthplace and
in East brook last week.
Corinth, with his son. Dr. Fay Larrabee, I
the home of Arno W. King during that
Mrs. Dudley Sumner and Mrs. John who is ill with mumps.
period of his life when character is
Gregg are visiting in Rockland.
Dr. Ralph Wakefield and his mother and 1
formed and destiny fixed to a great degree.
Mrs. W. L. Hussey has returned home Miss Isabel Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, spent 1
Lamoine claims with Ellsworth a share of
from a trip to Moosehead lake.
Sunday here with relatives.
the reflected honor bestowed by the apMaster Elmer Wight is visiting his
John S. Coombs and wife entertained a
pointment of Mr. King to the supreme
dinner party on Sunday. Capt. and Mrs. court bench of
grandparents, W. L. Hussey and wife.
Maine.
W.
F.
Bruce
and
Deasy.
S.
O.
Ellis Giles, who has been spending a
wife, Capt.
H.
Julyl.
Moore
and
Miss
Dr.
Moore,
Larrabee
and
few days with his parents, returned to
EAST
Mrs.
Fred
of
LAMOINE.
wife,
Leavitt,
and
Auburn to-day. He was accompanied by
Guilford,
R. D. Guptill and wife, of Gouldsboro,
Mr. Ross.
Mrs. Moody, who for the past two sumwere the guests.
mers has boarded at Luther
Gilpatrick's,
Mrs.
Wednesday evening, June 26,
Mabel Stewart died Monday, June 24, has returned, accompanied by a friend.
Abbie Rowe was united in marriage to
Hollis Patterson, of Great Pond, at their after a lingering illness. Her death came
Mr. Batchelder, who has been putting
home in Amherst, J. H. Patten, esq., of- as a release from long suffering. Funeral up a belt conveyor at the coaling station,
services were held Wednesday
ficiating.
morning at has completed his work and returned to
the Methodist church. Rev. Mr. Mayo, of New York.
O.
July 1.
Winter Harbor, officiating. Miss Stewart
Mrs. Fred Reynolds and three (children,
was in her twentieth year, and was the
NORTH DEER ISLE.
of New Haven, Conn., arrived (Tuesday
second daughter of William S. Stewart
Mrs. A. G. Haskell went to Boston Wedsnd will occupy the Hodgkins homestead
and wife. The family has the
sympathy this summer.
aesday.
of the entire community.
S. C. Lowe has been fn Rockland the
Karl Frederick Lange,
professor of
July 1.
C.
past week.
Herman at Smith college, and Mrs. Lange,
are the guests of Mrs. Lange’s
Mrs. Emma Torrey is the guest of Mrs.
sister, Mrs.
TRENTON.
Luther Gilpatrick.
R. B. Staples.
William Hopkins, of Bar Harbor, spent
The spring term of school taught by
Mrs. Albert Achorn is with M. C. Whit- Friday and
Saturday with his children
Miss Pearl Maddox closed Friday. Inmore, who is very ill.
here.
stead of the usual closing exercises, Miss
There was a heavy thunder shower with
Miss C. Mildred Carpenter spent a few
Maddox took her pupils on an excursion
rain and hail Thursday morning.
in
Ellsworth
last
days
week, the guest of to Bar Harbor—a
trip which was much
The launch Coon, with a party of gen- Mrs. James Murphy.
enjoyed by all. Miss Maddox left SaturE. T. Leland is clearing a piece of land
:lemen, came from Camden Thursday.
for
her
home in Skow hegan.
day morning
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Hosea for George J. Stafford. It was formerly
July 1.
H.
ihe E. T. Roberts lot.
Barbour, June 23. (Benjamin Collin^)
June 29.
H.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Melvin McFarland, wife and son, of
Miss Natalie Salisbury, of Ellsworth, is
visiting relatives here.
Stamisnnmts.

the most nutritious food made
from wheat.

Clean, crisp

and fresh.

j

In moisturt and
dust proof paekagts.

_______

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

A

^

j

_

-DAxtk

SMbrCxtataut.

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
(PRONOUNCED

Lyle Butler,
his

_CLICQUOT

The effect of Scott’s Emulsion

magical.
It makes them plump,

on

is

rosy,

active, happy.

It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.
ALL DRUGGISTS i

SOc. AND $1.00.

thin,

Pawtucket,

is

CLUB CO.

..M1LUS, MASS.

Dojoii kwe:Hona|
Do you know how to care for
your horse or other live stock ?
It is the duty of every horse
lover not only to
provide for their
comfort, but for their health. To
neglect trifling ailments is inhu*
man.
Most severe ills of horses
might be averted if properly
tr.iti

11 will md (no nj book ootidad,

Bimiliar

$6.00.

Sent anywhere upon

r
I

The construction ot these
stoves

and the

results.

Coal

furnished
R-

B

AIKEN,

arrangement
damper-

are

produce wonderful

bou ud to

Roland Ashley has gone to Seaside Inn,
Seal Harbor, for the season.

j;.

—

of the flues and

Miss Bernice Ashley is at McKinley for
the summer.

Bangor Thursday.

receipt of price.

BAKE THE BEST.

spending

SEAL COVE.

June US.

mir

KINEO RANGES

Prof. Raymond McFarland and wife and
Alfred Frye and family arrived the last of
the week from Leicester for the summer
vacation.
July 1,
y.

bins went to

ik. Ii.mnn

profit by my experience.
Tho Can of Dumb Animals."

success in
the treatment of animals, for many years,
y medicines are recognised as the most efficient comve the endorsement of animal owners
everywhere,
nary Stable Case contains a full assortment of various
td for emergencies as well aa the necessary tools to

and wife.

Mrs. W. J. Harper and Miss Louise Rob-

m

with diseases of animals

vacation with his grandparents, Ira

Hagen

pale children

of

CLICK-O ”)

The finest, purest, most wholesome Summer Drink. Made of Pure Imported
Ginger and Water from our famous sprins at Millis. Mass. Ask your
dealer for it. If he does not have it we will tell you where you can get it-

__

__

of New'

autumn.

a severe

Mrs. Sarah 1. Hodgkins, who haa been
visiting friends here, has gone to Ashville,
where she makes her home with her
daughter, Mrs. Edward Hodgkins.

slow

and
The home of JohH D. Perkins
j
wife was the scene of a pretty wed- j
their daughrecently, when
ding
ter Emily Miriam became the wife of
Mass, j
Edward Perkins, of Dorchester,
The house was attractively decorated with j

Henry Bartlett is suffering from
attack of sciatica.

chapel.

a successful
L. Sutton, of

V

Miss Lottie McFarland is ill with tonsilitis.

Miss Delia Wilcomb, of Hull's Cove, is
visiting at Tyler Hodgkins’.
is

Orono.

j

last week.

John H. Tracy and wife attended the
reunion at Gouldsboro Saturday.
There was a ten-cent sociable at R. W.
|
Mrs. Henry L.*Griffln arrived at the Hodgkins’ last Saturday evening. The
Wayside inn last Saturday for the season. proceeds are for singing books for the
term

^
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates, who has been with
her parents here a few days, has returned
to her dressmaking rooms, Castine, ac- !
companied by her friend, Miss Hibbard. |

in

Tracy

School

where

Mr. French is

time.

Surry

Fred V. Joy and wife and Miss Letitia
spent Friday in Winter Harbor.
Fletcher Wood, wife and son Henry
spent Saturday night at their old home.

summer.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Mrs. Susan Mosley visited friends

___

WEST GOULDS BORO.

Miss Craig, teacher of the grammar
school, district No. 2, has gone to Silver
Bay, N. Y., where she has a position for
the

MARLBORO.

E.

1.

as

or

wood linings

desired.

Agent.

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO., Bangor, Me.

*

!

NEWS.

COUNTY

organized and will meet lot the drat rehearsal Friday evening, July S.
Mr.
Littlefield, of Bangor, wilt be present to

k,a.<..

conduct. The rehearsal will be held in
town hall at 7.30. A children's chorus of
of
New
F
thirty voices will also be organized to take
H. B. Twining and wife,
Devtreui
s
Ferdinand
part in the entertainment.
York. «• »• c*Plwe*k’Mrs. Julia Skelton, of West
(or * <e«
Brooksville,
of Portland, who
taught a successful ten-weeks' terra of
Jlrs. Herbert Sargent,
her father, William school in district So. 4.
to
visit
a
on
Pupils not aby, been
returned home last week.
sent, John Horton, Emma Horton, Ralph
H Sargent*
is
in
Leach
and
who
Dora leach.
employed
Andrew Patterson,
The village schools under the instruc9tearns-I>urjen automobile factory in
a
for
short tion of MissGrace
is at home
Stover, grammar, and
Springfield, Mass.,
Miss Julia Saunders, primary, united in
I
stay.
and ton Edgar left the closing exercises, which consisted of
Mr,. John Billings
New York, where they will recitations and music. The programme
wt week for
Mre. Billings' was much enjoyed by about fifty visitors.
a short time with
CA9TISE.

1

COUNTY NEWS.

For Additional

j
i

Pupils in primary school not absent onehalf day were: Marjorie L. Mason, DorMis* Myrtie Freeman,
and her mother, ice M. Carter. Olive Chase, Clara M.
bing ill Bueksport,
in Massachusetts the past
Mitchell, Elsie L. Cooper. Willis E. Snow*bo has been
for the summer.
man. R. Byron Dow, John A. P. Chase, W.
winter, are here
last week were Mrs. ; Harold Osgood, Edward A. Snowman,
Among arrivals
Albert G. Snow.
of Newton, Mass.; J. P. ShepM.
Jnlylof Rumford Falls;
ard and family,
Samuel Whitney, wife and eon Charles, of
Sl'RRY.
wno came to attend the wedbos bend.

who has

been

■

B^nd.

_

Portland,

Dr. W. E. Emery’s mother, of Bangor,
has bought the Hattie Herrick place and
will make her home here in the future.

ding of Miss Hanuab Shepherd.
who
Mrs. Gates snd Miss Agnes Hibbut,
to attend the wedhave been in Franklin
Miss Millie
ding of Mrs. Gates’ sister,
returned last
Perkins, to Edward Perkins,
«eek. They were accompanied by the
bride and groom, who remained here one
leaving in the morning for Boston.

Linneken, who has been visiting
parents here, has returned to Whit-

Arthur
his

neyville, Mass., where be is employed.
('apt. X. J. Kane is having extensive repairs done on his house and stable. George
Cousins and Webster Jellison are doing

night,

A. F. Richardson left last week for a
from here to Port- the work.
trip to Canada, going
The people on the-Xorth Bend road were
land. Where he will be Joined by Miss
From treated to a grand
Hidley. of the normal faculty.
sight last Thursday,
where
Montreal
to
will
they when two large moose walked down the
go
there'they
Richardson
Miss
Mary
: road almost into the village.
will be joined by
They looked
and will attend the meetings of the Amer- around awhile, and trotted off into the
I
will
Instruction.
of
They
woods.
ican School
also make the several side tripe.
The primary school, taught by Lizzie
M. Gray, closed June 28, after a term of
SHEPHERD-BOND.
ten weeks. Those not absent one-half day
Wednesday, at the borne of Mrs. I. L. were Howard
Jellison, Augustus TreAnnie
Mies
her
daughter,
Shep- i
Shepherd,
worgy, Lena Ells, Myra Lord, Helen
Fred
D.
of
to
married
was
Bond,
herd,
| Crocker, Angie Treworgy and Villa TreNewton, Mas*. The ceremony was perworgy.
of
Bee.
Mr.
the
the
Doothltt,
formed by
S.
July 1.
I'nitarian church. The house was taste- j|
flowers
and
everwith
toily decorated
EAST BLl'EHILL.
greens.
Linwood Leach went to Northeast HarThe wedding march was played by Mr*.
John Shepherd. The bridal procession bor Wednesday.
was beaded by the bridesmaid, Miaa Mary
Mias Clara Ashworth entertained a few
Shepherd, followed by the bride and of her friends Saturday evening.
in
wen
followed
turn
by
groom, and they
R. P. Greene and Rose Greene have gone
Master Charles Whitney, age three years, to Northeast
Harbor, where they have emfour
and Master Edward Shepherd, age
ployment.
yean.
The schools, tangbt by Gay Sinelare, of
The bride waa gowned in white crepe de
Columbia Falls, and Mias Lilia Mclntire,
chine and carried a large bunch of white
of BluehiU, closed June 28, after a sucroses. At the conclusion of the ceremony
cessful term.
There was an entertainrefreshments were served. The presents
ment in tbe A. O. U. W. ball in the evenwere very
numerous
and costly and
the teachers and pupils. All parts
showed the high regard in which the l ing by
! were well rendered.
young people were held by their many
R.
July L
friends. They will reside in Newton,
Xus. Among those present from out of
SOUTH SURRY.
town were the groom’s mother, Mrs.
Indications point to a very quiet Fourth
Bond, of Newton, Maas., Samuel H. Whithere.
ney, wife and son Cnarles, of Portland,
Miss Eunice A. Opper is lodging with
John Shepherd and family, of Rumford
Mrs. A. W. Coggins.
Fills.
_

Julyl.

|

G.

Hill Webster and wife have returned to

Bangor.
Miss Annie L. Dunbar is at home from
Penobscot.
Miss Helen M. Dunbar la at home from
Chelsea, Mass.
Howard Lowell, of South Penobscot,

Errs Conner, mate of the schooner
is at home from a coasting trip to
New York.

Omaha,

Mrs. Amanda Webster and son Norris
left Friday for Bangor, where
they will
make their home.
Miss Annie B. Conner, who closed her
•cbool at West Penohecot last Friday, la
tt home for the vacation.

Webster, who

was

called here

by

lie detth of his
father, Capt. Ira Webater,
Ms returned to hit home in Heart
port.
Mist Georeia Ward well, ot Somerville*

Mtt».. and Edward Heart, of Cambridge,
"Me., are gueata at Mrs. Auguata Leach's.
The Edward Varnum houae waa told rewntI-v to Frank 8. Wardwell, who will
»model and
prepare it for occupancy in
tie tail.
Miss Hattie Dunbar eloaad her fifth con••eutive term of school in the Dnnbar district last
Friday. Several reaidenta were
to enjoy the
closing
j*e*em
iongleUow’a Hiawatha
^•^tke different pupils with
*roct.

exercises.

presented

waa

’-•pt* Ira Webster,

P00*

been

He waa a member of
™cock lodge, F. and A. M. He is sur*>y
wife
and four sons. The
.lVwl
“oeral service was conducted
by Rev. W.
Hanscom. Interment in the family lot

VM Castine.

L.
___

BLUEHULL.
town schools closed June 28.

fcato*

Hinckley spent

Miss Abby Wood

00

•

visit.

last

Miss Nellie Kane, of Brookiin. visited
niece, Mrs. C. H. Allen, Saturday and

her

Sunday.
Pearl A. Carter, who has been working

has gone to

Grindle returned from
She was accompanied

week.

Maud Eaton, who will spend a
*ittl ^er ^ *ore
going to her home
Medford, Mass.
188

inn

ur

^oncerl °f

Nations’*, that has
been6
ff*0 State, is
many P^®ce8
be81'60
preseuted here
time in August,
undp l^e
°f the ladies’ social
libra*r> A au8pice8
chorus ot
voices is to be

to

CENTER.
Mrs. W. J. Harper spent

Bangor

*n

*a

®ome

sixty

few days in

last week.

R. B. Higgins
week

a

on

|

from

Rockland last

business.

Capt. Samuel Robbins,
visiting relatives here, has
with the grip.

wbo

has

been

been

quite

ill

for

a

week

Mrs. Eva Nevels, of Sargentville, was
Mrs. H. H. Allen Saturday

the guest of
and Sunday.

Mrs. Nellie Pierce, who has been in
Belfast for several weeks, has returned
home much improved in health.

The Range that Makes Cooking Easy?

Miss Edna Pert, of Sedgwick, is with
Mrs. Hattie Allen for the summer. Mrs.
Allen expects her summer boarders July 3.

County Supply Co.,

Mrs. G. A. Grindle, who has been with
her daughter,.Mrs. G. M. Allen, for several weeks, returned to Brookiin Satur-

Ellsworth.

_

day.

twenty-five men at work getting the foundation ready for the power house. Four

Miss Ella Thurston and Mrs. Beulah
attended the wedding of Mrs. Allen's sister in Orland June 26, when Miss
Elizabeth Snow Thurston was married to
Royal Sumner Wentworth, of Chelsea,
Mass. Mrs. Wentworth is the daughter
of David Thurston, of this place. The
bride and groom have the congratulations
of their friends here.
Allen

loads

car

CLARIONS SAVE

of the pen stock arrived this

week.

June 29.

M.
EAST SURRY.

Mrs. Avis McPhetus, of
it Otis Sinclair's.

Costigan,

is

visiting

Mrs. Susan Mosley, of Marlboro, made a
William A. Friend died at his home short call on her
sister, Mrs. J. A. Chatto,
June 21, at the age of eighty-eight years f
Wednesday.
and ten months. He leaves one son, PasMrs. Alton Bililngs, of Southwest Harcal B. Friend, and five daughters, Mrs.
bor, with two children, is visiting her
Rose Billings, of Bluebill, Mrs. Tillie
parents, Willard Dow and wife, and her
Marsh and Mrs. Emma Pettigrew, of
sister, Mrs. N. J. Kane.
Worcester, Mass., Mrs. Lizzie Grant and
Charles A. Mann, Nellie F. Mann, Earl
Mrs. Mary Ober, of Sedgwick. All of his
children and many of his grandchildren, A. Mann, children of Alden H. Mann and
besides a number of other relatives and wife, accompanied by a lady friend, have
been spending the week with their parfriends, were present at the funeral serents. To-day, to the regret of alL, Miss
vice, which was conducted by the pastor
who 19 a trained nurse, was sumof Sedgwick church, of which he was a Nellie,
moned to a case at Newport.
member. “Uncle William,” as all called
Thomas B. Lufkin, whose death occurred
him, lived an honest, fearless and upright
at Surry J nne 22, was born in the town of
life. He was a kind and loving father.

I

|

Sedgwick in 1827.
went to Hampden

Rae.

Julyl.
EAST ORLAND.

When

a

to work

s

Miss Marion Gibbs is working for W.
L Wentworth.
Miss Bertha Dorr closed a successful
term of school Thursday.
Horace Webb and family, of Portland,
are at their cottage for the summer.
Frank Harriman and wife, of Hartford,
Conn., are boarding at F. W. Wentworth’s.
Mrs. Fuller, of Bangor, was the guest
of Mrs. George White several days last
week.

William Wilt, of Greenville, is at A. H.
Dunbar’s. He is engineer for W. M.
Shaw.

Hampden,

thirty-three

for the

boarding

at E. C. Mason’s.

father and neighbor
Nothing but good
him.

His widow has the syn^Mthy of

a

W. M. Shaw and family, of Greenville,
occupying their cabin at Craig’s pond,
recently purchased of A. E. Marks.
E. F

Brady,

who has

been at

T. F.

Miss Bernice Mason is

appendicitis.

of her at

present.
Miss Hattie Chaffin, of Bangor, who
has been caring for Mrs. Bessie Dunbar
tne past three weeks, is now with Mrs.
Harriet Mason, who is very ill.
taking

care

other paget

ice

Hollis Smith has gone to Bar Harbor.
where he has employment for the sum-

Mark Hussey is in very poor health.

Dodge

W. P.

Bangor Monday

of

hotel.

The

a

work

well drilled
will be in

Alley

purchased

has

a

wood lot of

J. Saunders.

Miss F. W. Evans has so far recovered
from her illness as to be able to return
to her home at Yarmouthville.

Mrs. Jessie Billings is very ill.

Mrs.

Henrietta

be dancing all day and evening the Fourth. Dinner will be served on
There will

the

News

received here

a

few

da>*9

ago

of Mrs. Lorinda B. Smith, of
Allston, Mass. Mrs. Smith was a native of
Pretty Marsh, and has a brother. J. W7.
Smith, and two nieces living here. Mrs.
Smith had resided in Boston and vicinity
for many years, but still came to the old
home summers, as long
mitted. She is well and

by

all.

Her

as

her health per-

pleasantly

remem-

relatives have the sym-

pathy of the community.

grounds.

July

Coflin picked a pint of field
strawberries June 26—nothing remarkable
Willie

commonly,

was

of the death

bered

but

quite

so

G.

1.
_

WALTHAM.

this year.

closed in district No. 7 Thursday,
after a successful term taught by Miss
Miss
Gertrude Churchill, of Orland.
Churchill expects to teach the fall term.

Schools closed Friday.
Mrs. W. B. Jordan is ill.

School

trict court of the United States for the District of Maine.
F, SMITH, of Southwest Harbor,
in the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents
that on the 11th day of May, last past, he
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he
has duly surrendered all his property and
rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and of
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
W he ref ore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this25ib day of June, a. d. 1907.
Liston F. Smith,

LISTON
|

|
I

j
j

Bankrupt*

Charles White.

business.

L. P.
A.

went to

his

near

Me.

Bankrupt’s Petition tor Discharge.
In the matter of
j
Liston F. Smith,
J) In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis-

mer.

charge

NORTH ORLAND.

Billings is taking care of her.
Mason s for two weeks, doing plumbing
Mrs. Ruby Gibbons returned home
and putting in a bath room, returned to
Wednesday after several weeks’ visit at
Ellsworth Tuesday.
Bethel, Vt.
Mrs. Bessie Dunbar is recovering from
critical illness following an operation

Count> y«wa

W. H. Freeman is to have
C.

Jane 28.

|

Urgal Xotuts.

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

a

has gone to his rest.
words will be said of

Bangor. Me.

Eldridge, Ellsworth,

PRETTY MARSH.
Then they united with the Free
Miss Nellie Freeman is visiting Mrs. L.
Baptist church, and for many years Mr.
Lufkin ha6 been a deacon of the West A. Rumill.
Sorry Free Baptist church. He served in
Miss Gertrude Carver has employment
the Civil war in the 22d Maine regiment. ; at the Freeman house.
Besides his aged wife, he leaves one son,
Miss Lenora Johnson has gone to Seal
Edgar Lufkin, of Sorry, and one daughter, Harbor for
the season.
Mrs. Ann Bowden, one grsndson, Wiilism
Mrs. Moffett and Miss Vigus are at tbeir
Bowden, of Ellsworth, and three great
grandchildren. A kind, loving husband, cottage for the season.

on

are

P.

J.

church.

summer.

Elmer Crowley, of Greenville, who has
charge of W. M. Shaw’s business here, is

KSTA.8«Sf1ED WOOD Cs BISHOP CO..
SOLD BY

host of friends.

Mrs. Harper and son and Miss Perry, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., are at the Mason house

a

I

sixty

they Join

ago did

years

See the Clarion agent, or write us.

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.

young man he
mill man.

with whom he had lived

out unnecessary attention.
have more free
you do now if a
CLARION was in your kitchen, and less running expense
through the years to come.

as a

years March 14 last. In early life they
were both converted, but not till about

not only fuel, but labor.
Think what it would mean
to you to-day to have a cooking
range that would do its work
promptly, thoroughly and with-

You would
^ time
than

There he married Eliza A. Emerson, of

Mrs. Agnes Forsyth is quite ill with
bud cold.

for

came

Sunday

returned

Ortler ■of'Notlce T*hereon.
District of Maine ss.
Od this 29th day of June. a. d. 1907, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 19th day of July
a. d. 1907. before said court, at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 29th day
of June a. d. 1907.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.

Her friends

TTTHEREAS Addle F. Fiske, of Bluehill,
speedy recovery.
If
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
George Stanley has gone to Brewer, j ber mortgage deed dated the second day of
Piles get quick and certain relief from Dr.
September, a. d. 1905, and recorded in the
where
he
has
at
employment.
Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
The first dance of the season was held
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Its action is posiand certain. Itching, painful, protrudpage 318, conveyed to me. the undersigned,
and Johnson’s pavilion Saturday
Mrs. Alden Morse, of Bar Harbor, is 425,
Gladys Higgins, who will spend a month tive or
a certain lot or parcel of land situated in Orblind piles disappear like magic by its Whitney
ing
with relatives in Boston and vicinity.
June
a
land. in said county of Hancock, bounded
with her sister, Mrs. W. B. Jordan, for
use.
Large nickel-capped glass Jars 50. cents. night and was a success. Saturday,
and described as follows, viz.: Beginning at
Sold bv G. A. Pabchkb.
July 1.
29, the music will be furnished by parties few days.
small granite rock on the range line in the
from Newburgh.
Miss Hulda Woodward, of Lawrence, “Armor Field” so called; thence N. 73* E. 114
rods to the shore of Patten’s pond; thence
SttMitwraratf.
Dr. Snow, of Bucksport, has made Mass., is spending her vacation with her northerly by the shore of said pond as it
^
__
run* to the line of land of Edward Arnold;
many improvements about bis cottage at uncle, B. F. Jordan.
thence N. 31* W. on said Arnold's line 21 rods
Branch pond. He has a motor boat in the
to a brook, thence northwesterly by said
who
is
at
Raymond Haslem,
employed
brook as it runs to the southeast corner of
pond, and has built a boat-house several Machias, visited his parents, Alden Has- land formerly of Emery Thompson; thenoe
rods from the shore. He can step from a lem and wife, recently.
by the said Thompson’s southeast line to land
formerly of Ithiel Saunders on the range
wharf into his boat at one end of the
Hosiah and George Pettengill, of Sul- line; thence S. 31* E. on said range line about
73 rods to
of beginning, containing 55
house, open doors at the other end, and he
livan, who have been visiting Milton acres more point
or less.
Also another certain lot
is already launched in deep water.
Haslem the past week, returned home Sat- or parcel of land situated in said Orland,
B.
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
June
28.___
urday. They have rented a cottage of Mr. Being 15 acres on the eastern end of the
half of tot No. 24, and the same premHaslem, and will return with their fami- north
O ELAND.
ises
to
Thomas Robbins and wife and Mrs.
John Sears have returned to their home in
were
Boston. They
accompanied by

W.

M.

Shaw

has

a

crew

of

about

hope

for

a

After July I, 1907,
this bank will pay

2 1-2 %

on

balances of $500 and
to check, and

over

subject

3 1-2 %
in

Savings Department.

INTEREST ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT THE SAME AS NOW.

Vi FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

The wedding of Miss Elizabeth Thurston and Royal Wentworth took place at
the home of the bride in Orland Wedneskay afternoon June 26. The home had
The cerebeen beautifully decorated.
mony was performed by Rev. C. A. Moore,
of the Central Congregational church,
Bangor. The bride was attended by M rs
David Buck, of Chelsea, as matron of
honor, and by Mrs. Clapp and Miss Pow
ers, both of Sedgwick. Miss Elizabeth
Cole and Miss Katherine Allen, of SedgDavid Buck,
wick, acted as flower girls.
After
of Chelsea, Mass., was best man.
the wedding a reception was held.

lies for

July

The school
Hatch’s grove.

had

a

picnic

has

at

The establishing of Sound, Safe Banking Connections is the
keystone in the building of good credit. This bank invites
abyour account and solicits your banking business, assuring
solute safety for all funds, liberal treatment, and facilities that
attention to your bank ing requirements
enable it to

give prompt

3 1-2 per cent. Interest Paid on Savings Accounts.
2 1-2 per cent. Interest Paid on Check Accounts.

CO.
EASTERN TRUST & BANKING
MAINE.
BANGOR,

CAPITAL, #175,000. SURPLUS (earned, #380.000.

H.

Only a little cold in the head may be the
beginning of an obstinate case of Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader with Ely’s
Cream Balm applied straight to the inflamed
stuffed-up air passages. Price 50c. If you
prefer to use au atomizer ask for Liquid
Cream Balm. It has all the good qualities of
the remedy in solid form and will rid you of
catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to breed a
dreadful habit. No mercury to dry out the
secretion. Price 75c., with spraying tube.
AU druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros.. 56 Warren

street. New York.

Banking.

its close in

’been visiting Mrs.

Ernest Hatch arrived home Saturday,
after an absence of several weeks in the
western

James M. Armor bv Martin
conveyed
Alley deed dateJ April 27. 1967. recorded in

summer.

part of the State.

Charles Montgomery, of Camden, came
visit his
over in his auto Saturday to
mother, who is quite ill.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

earn

if

fluortli Loan
is

now

A NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each; monthly [*i#ments, 81 per share,

open.

night at the grange Friday. They managed the grange well, and
WHY PAY RENT
gave a good entertainment.
when you can borrow on your
Mrs. Mary Devereux arrived home Satshares, give a first mortgage' and
reduce it every month? Monthly
urday, after an absence of several weeks
and interest together
payments
in Massachusetts and elsewhere.
will
It

was

There

women’s

was

abundance

of rain last week

amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you

Old fields
are starting finely.
looking slim before the rains, but OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
stubbles are generally looking well. MulFor particulars inquire of
titudes of insects of all kinds will give
Henry H. Higgins. Sec’y,
the farmer plenty to do.
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.
A
H.
A, W. tr
King, *»
President.
July 1.
and

crops

Hancock records, vol. 136, page 222. Reservof wav to pass and repass with
the lot hereoy conveyed; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been and is now broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.
Charles Harmond,
By T. H. Smith, his atty.
Bucksport, Me., June 13, 1907.

ing the right

teams across

Annie Hutchins.

ESTABLISH GOOD DANEE CONNECTIONS

the

1.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Gladys Loyd

town for the season.

Jennie

Henry Clifford, with Mrs. Herbert Clifson Ralph, are visiting^Mrs. Clifsord’s mother, Mrs. Speed.
Tbamp.
July 1.
ford and

Minturn,

at home.

Bucksport

Mrs. v. p.
Kline, of Cleveland, has are<1 at Ide*l
lodge, South street.
John Teagle and
wife, of Cleveland, are
uPying their cottage at Parker Point.
1

week.

at

week in

Miss Laila
Farrio, of Bradley, is visiting
h- W.
Mayo’s.
Mrs. Anna Foster and Miss Sheilah are

CoU)SS

rock bass in his weir last

in

!T«Qty-three y**™-

^

some

years, died sud-

niy »t hia home Tuesday, June 25, aged

^

and

very good

who had

health for several

will close July 3.
George Grindle caught two mackerel

was

recently.

Miss Liia Dunbar has returned to Penobscot, after a week's visit with relatives
here.

timer

district taught by Miss

j Ella Jarvis

NORTH CASTINE.

in town

School in this

oif'rr page*.

im

NORTH SEDGWICK.
J. E. Douglass and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,
June 30.

■

,pend

County

were

,,

NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE.

Effie Sellers, of Deer Isle,
Maine, by ber mortgage deed dated
November v4. 1900, and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, in vol. 357, page 182,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a curtain
parcel of real estate situate in Deer Isle,
aforesaid, and described as follows:
Beginning at the southwest corner by a
ledge; thence southerly four (4) rods to a
ledge: thence northeasterly four (4) rods and
six (6) feet to a spruce tree; ti.ence northwesterly three (8) rods to a rock; thence
southwesterly four (4) rods and three (3) feet
to the bounds begun at, containing sixteen
(16) square rods more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereo*f, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Lena A. Spofford,
By E. P. Suofford, her attorney.
Deer Isle. Maine, June 25, a. d. 1907.

WHEREAS

.4

mistake of local advertisers
estimate the value of advertising

common

is to

space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication.
It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.

Subscribe for The American

:

:
•

A Brief Engagement

•

•
•

•••••••••••*•••#*?••••*••*
[Original.}
Poets are fitted to portray love rathTo be In 1< ve
er than to practice it.
to them means *o be lifted into realms
compared with which our ideas of
heaven are tame.
I knew a poetess once. Miss Sarah
She wrote under the pseudoJones.
nym of Madeline Let*. Miss Jones
was a real poetess.
Unfortunately a
critic was required to appreciate what
she wrote, though a real critic would
place her poems on a pretty high platform. lie would read her verses, howwith the wish that he might
ever.
catch hold of her skirts and pull her
down to a nearer proximity with real

life, feeling that if he could do so she
Neverwould express it beautifully.
theless Miss Jones occasionally dipped
Into a light vein and when she did so
remarkably successful.
Miss Jones was fifty.
She

was

was

as

She
flj lag
Impractical
was continually getting locked out of
her house because she could never reShe had
member to take the key.
nothing that she didn’t lose. She lost
nothing that she could find. She always had something to love in a poetic
way. whether it was a boy. a girl, a
Ihorse or a dog. I once asked her why
she had never married. These were
her reasons, given in a slow, thoughtful fashion that spoke more picturesquely than her words:
as

naa

a

machine.

a

jover

once,

hc

was

a

tine

mfettiarauntt.
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turning, burning—mother—Lizzie Bradley-Lain son.
Fbr Additional Count}/ »«*#, tee other page*.
•Vih, you poor, poor boy! Bring some
BECKS PORT.
water, quick!"
Did some one speak, or was It—again
Frederic
Rev.
afternoon
Thursday
|
the little, foolish smile cracked the I
Brown, a graduate of the Bangor theoparched lips. He had known mother ! logical seminary, was formally installed
would come—she always did when her
| pastor of the Congregational church,
boys were hurt, even if they did It i The church was very prettily decorated,
carelessly themselves—but she did not
The schooner, M. B. Stetson, Capt. Allan
know how big his head was or site
Mclsaac. cleared last Wednesday for the
would not try to lift it. Oh. lie was at j

j

The fe-»r scorched him physical!}’
and befogged him mentally. He tossed
In a hot, restless haze, at times babthe
bling
childishly of "mother”
mother w hose loss three years before
—

had

sc tit

tint to

the far west to try to

forget his homeliness. The struggle

to

conditions at ten hint
on ranch life had taken him out of himself and done him good, and as success
crowned bis efforts dreams of a home
again, made so by the presence of a
sweet facial girl wife, lighted his toil.
They were only dreams as yet. for
he held himself humbly and hail hesitated to offer his love until he felt that
his affairs were or. a Arm basis financially. as they would be when Ids present abundant crop was harvested.
In liis partial delirium and hazy wandering lie muttered now the long repressed confession, whispering it eagerly with feverish impatience for the response his heart hoped for.
At length the silence which lay like
the pal! of desolation upon the lonely
little shack was broken by heavy footsteps on the planks at the door, and a
burly fellow strode in with a noisy
greeting: "Hello. Harris! Laid up.
master

the

new

hey
The sick man roused to consciousness
and smiled feebly: “How do. Lam sou.

I Grand Banks. She carries a crew of ninethe old spring drinking—drinking!
teen men and seventeen dories. This ves"He must uot have too much at once, j
i sel was caught in the ice last winter at the
the poor hey'" A warm rain fell upon
this
!
of Islands, and was released
his face; the cup vanished: his gropiug. Bay
I
which accounts for her lateness in
trembling hands could not Cud it. How spring, started for the banks.
could he have too much when he was getting
Mrs. Elijah P. Emerson died Sunday
That wasn't fair. Davie,
burning?
health for
wbeu his head was so big that be afternoon. She had been in ill
She was the eldmore than three years.
couldn’t run.
"The brute—the perfect brute, to go est daughter of the late Andrew Wescott,
1851.
Never and was born in Bluehill, July 10,
off and leave him like this!
She leaves besides her husband, one sister
even get him water!”
Emerson was
Was that father? No: Tige bad not —Mrs. Augusta Pierce. Mrs.
of the
hurt him.
It was the fire—and heed- chairman of the benevolent society
and many poor
less Joe—where was the spring—and— Congregational church,
her charitable
the cup. There! Mother was bathing families will long remember
his burning head and face and neck, work.
The marriage of Miss Lenora Cousins
his hands and arms. He smiled at her
and whispered “Good." and again the and Louis B. Farnham, of Orland, took
warm rain dropped upon him, and his
place at~the home of the bride’s aunt,
big. heavy bead was lifted and laid— Mrs. Benjamin B. Blodgett, in this place,
why, it must lie the cool, damp moss Saturday afternoon. Rev. Frederic Brown
It was heavenly! officiated. The house was prettily decoabove the spring!
If it was not for the dreadful some- rated. Relatives and a few friends of the
thing that hurt so about Lizzie— Liz- bride and groom were present. Following
zie Bradley-Lamson—he could—Lizzie the ceremony there was a reception. Both
of the
Brad ley- La m«on— Liz.
bride and groom are graduates
“I don't know that any of us can say seminary, and very£popular. They will
much for ourselves. Let such a sick live in Bucksport, Mr.| Farnham having
man
lie here alone for days—never been elected professor of mathematics at
come near him. so busy hustling for
the seminary for the coming year.
the dollars—but all the same. Lamson's
HANCOCK.
a brute, with less feeling than a hog!
And the thought that Llzzle'd—faugh!"
Walter Abbott, o( Wore-eater, Mas*., ia
Lizzie—Lizzie Bradley-I.amsou—Liz
riaiting bia i»rente, Ernest Abbott and
“Don't say that. Joe Harris! Can’t wife.
I.amson lied!” Lizyou understand?
Miss Ethel Crabtree is at home from

young fellow.
Everybody said be
would t>e successful: everybody adGlad you came in. Yes. I've been laid
mired, everybody respected him.
I
up a bit—can't rememl»er how longtfiever knew why he took a fancy to
fever muddles my head.” His speech zie— Bradley—Lamson—
There wasn’t anyime. but he did.
was broken and dragged thickly.
He'* too
"Oh. never mind, mother.
thing more about me then to take n
“Ain't wanting to eat much, I s’pose, light headed yet. But the fever Isexi!
♦fancy to than there is now. It seems and go'xl thing that is, too. for an old ing, and the doctor'll he here soon
uto me that 1 was exactly the same ns bach that's got nobody.”
Look out yonder. Ben's got a crowd,
|I am todi^' My skin wasn’t so near
Harris winced. Mother had been in all right! Joe's grain 'll be in the stuck
iHke parchment, and ray teeth were his sick fancy so much and with such In short
order, and It Isn’t hurt yet
(White, and none of them had dropped vividness that his bt-reavement seemed not an atom, in spite of Lamaon's
but
I
had the same soul. and.
;©ut,
but a few days back With an effort know It all verdict!"
’after all. it’s the soul that is loved. If he
replied:
Lizzie Bradley-Lamson—he was hurt
were
the
body, how would old people
“I want nothing but water, and Slade Did Lizzie Bradleyl-arneon
(It
no. he
’love each other?
brings me a pailful mornings, when wouldn't—wouldn't put out bis tongue.
It didn’t seem to me that my lover he doesn’t forget, as he did today.” He
It was too stiff and big. like bis bend.
me for what 1 was
really worth. gestured toward the empty bucket on And he wouldn't bare a spoon In bis
said
he
loved me because I was the chair beside the bed. but the visitor
pH©
mouth.
(peculiar, not like the other girls. 1 did not notice it—nor the longing In
"Here, young tnan, you take this!
I
was
well looking then, for the fever red eyes and the cracked lips.
/•oppose
Swallow It. Do you bear? Some one
lie praised iny chestnut hair and my
“Doctor, of course?” he intimated shook him
slightly, with the order, and
•brown eyes. That was the first time I
briskly.
be swallowed and grinned and said it
’knew that I had chestnut hair and
“No: Slade wouldn’t go for him. and was
Davy’* cough drops, and It was
‘brown eyes. My eyes never interested
no one else’s been in.”
Lizzie Bradley-Lamson who—who made
and
hair
me,
bothered me. for if 1
my
“Slade wouldn’t go! Ha. ha! Guess the fire. Was that little Sts who cried
didn’t keep running a comb through it not much! You don’t get the old
out shandy nnd sobbed? Davy mustn't
there was sure to be a tangle. But it
ground hog that far from his hole back hurt little Sis. He, Joe, was all right,
didn't seem to me that my lover was of the hill.
Everybody's busier than only Liz-zle.
a man for me to look up to. though
In sheep shearing time, you know, har“Oh, shut up!” the gruff one com
Ilfevery one else looked up to him.
vesting their grain. Reason no one’s mantled.
"I'm the doctor, and I *ay
said I was too good for him
reckon. I’m through in
I been along. I
for you to drop It nnd go to sleep."
One evening he came to see me after fine
shape, I tell you. and I’ve prom*
There was mother again, with the
I’d been writing. It was a spring even- ! ised
myself and gang to Snyder for a gourd from the spring, and he drank
ing. The moon was half foil. The air week. And. man, you’d ought to be
and drank till they took it away, and
was laden with the odor of flowers
looking after yours. It’s spoiling fast, then he slid down nnd down and out
Lightning bugs were flashing between I noticed.” He laughed at the startled where
there was only a cool, quiet
day and dark, and it seemed to me that expression that widened the hollow
blankness.
the earth was dressed In spangles and
eyes.
“Forgot it. had you? Well, you
It was late the next day.
The sun
the moon was lighting them up There want to see to it right away. I must
was sending Its level rays across the
was a daffodil sky in the west, with
I’m out on a sweet errand. door when Joe Harris came to himself
mosey.
only one fine long cloud over the hori- Got my new house done. It’s a beaut,
and linked about with n calm aud
zon that looked as if it had been drawn
too, and furnished tiptop. And now the growing consciousness.
there with a purple and vermiiion pen- cage is
ready I’m going up to settle
There was a faroff, cheery sound of
cil.
the date of taking home my bird. Lizbusy machines. Through the open winI felt my lover's hand laid on mine: zie’s fought
shy. but she'll pull steady dow he eonlil see his fields swarming
then an arm stole around my waist. when we re tied all right. Ha. ha!”
with men and teams. The food wagon
.He told me how he had loved me even
“Lizzie?” Harris repeated vaguely, anil
eating tent stood hack by the well,
.{When we were children at school: that his voice hesitating and troubled.
the important cook bustling over a Are.
ibe used to steal away from the other
“Sure! Lizzie Bradley-Lamson. Kind His room was cool ami fresh. Flowers
boys to be with me. to listen to the o’ tidy name, I take it; something like
stood upon his little homemade table
strange things I said to him. He didn't those swell New Yorkers.
Ila. ha!” with the dot-tor's medicine glass.
understand them, but they lifted mi- He roared
boisterously at his flash of
Bit by bit he studied it out. and as
upon a plane above him and stimulated wit “Well, hope you’ll pull up soon.
he recognized Mr. Bradley and the
bis fascination for me. It was all very So
long!” He stamped away, whis- boys aud other neighbors and Mrs.
The moon looked down on us
sweet
tling. leaving the door open.
Bradley herself putting his freshly
with a smile. The fireflies grew dim:
In the silence that agnjn closed upon washed shirts
upon the line his eye*
the pencil streak in the west died him Harris
lay and stared out at the filled, and be murmured a faint "Cod
away. He asked me if 1 could give quivering heat waves and little dust
bless them!”
him my love. I let my head sink on eddies that whirled in at
times, aggraAt the sound there was a stir by the
hla breast, where I could hear the pulvating his burning heat and thirst head of the bed, and a girl with anxsations of his heart, and said:
hut ne am not notice tnem.
He was
ious eyes leaned over him and touche 1
“Tes.”
striving to steady his throbbing brain bis forehead with a shy little hand.
The next day I began to wonder if and
analyze the torturing inner sense
He looked at her a moment: then be
ra done a very fine or a very silly of
pain and loss which now intensified muttered feebly, qnestionlngly. "I.lzzle
thing. There was no moon, no fireflies, his bodily distress.
Brad ley-La rnson T’
1
no pencil mark on a daffodil sky.
The crop—the c-r-o-p— that was all
With a rush of tender tears she laid
was appalled at the change in me. He
right. It was great. He could put up her warm pink cheek against his, murwas to come to see me in the evening,
the dainty cottage he had planned so
muring: “No. Joe, dear; no! Lizzie
and to get rid of him I went away often these last
months, since the Bradley Harris!”
from home to spend the night. I did
promise of early summer had shown
not sleep a wink. “If this is the hap- such abundant fulfillment In the
ripenThe Apathy of tho Chorus Girl.
piness of an engagement." I said to ing fields. The crop—the crop! Who
The ambitions of a chorus girl, as a
myself, “it is the happiness of insan
said It was spoiling? It was all right.
lty. At any rate, another day will He would begin on It today, when he rule, die young and as many refuse
There was n
drive me crazy.” I went home in the had a drink. He could drink the well lines as accept them.
one of four sisters who were nil
afternoon resolved to tell him that
dry. He fumbled clumsily with the girl,
In the chorus of various musical organI'd made a mistake: he must release
bedding and essayed to rise, but fell
One night at the Grand Opme. They told me he had been to see
back inertly, a little foolish smile on izations.
me
era House in New York the soubrette
the night before, and when be the
His head was so
parched lips.
of the company was too ill to appear,
learned that I'd gone away without
big! He had not known one's head
leaving any word for him he was could be so big and heavy. And the and her understudy was also absent.
nearly frantic. I waited for him to crop? The crop was all right. He In his predicament the stage manager
to this particular chorus girl
come again that I might put him out
would build the cottage—for—for Liz- appealed
to go on and read the lines as well ns
of his misery and have the thlDg over zie.
Lizzie!
He cried out hoarsely,
she could. The girl said she would not
with. He came at last and asked me
wltb a pang of anguish at the sudden
read the lines, but could sing the
for heaven’s sake to tell him wha*
dull recognition of his loss. There was only
was the matter.
as well, all of which she did. and
I said to him:
no
Lizzie for him—none—none—nor songs
did with confidence and ability, and
"Forgive me. I didn't know what had been. What mattered the
grop? for the first time in her life had a
1 was doing.”
spotLet It spoil. What mattered anything
follow her about the stage and
"And you don't love me after all?” now
Lizzie—Llz-z-1-e— bird—cage— Liz- light
heard waves of applause rush over the
"I don’t feel any different from
zie Brad—Liz? He scowled Impatiently.
which were Intended for her
what I did before I got engaged.”
He could not get the name right. His footlights
and her only.
After it was all over
“Feel?”
head was so big.
He was so hot—
she said quite casually to the admirlDg
"Yes. I thought I’d be in a heavenburning.
throng that surrounded her: "There's
ly trance. I’m not. 1 don't feel a bit
Mother! Where was mother? Was
nothing in It, girls. I’ve been a chorus
heavenly.”
she In the fiery lake that Elder WatHe stood regarding me for some
girl eight years, but I'm too old to he a
son had so scared the little boys with?
“I hope It'll never happen
time with a curious look on his face,
He hadn't meant to be a bad boy- principal.
then took up his hat and. tnrning toagain."—From "Behind the Scenes." by
mother knew—she would keep him, but
Charles Belmont Davis, In Outing
ward the door, said:
he was so hot—burning! Water, water!
“If you ever regret this, if you ever
Magazine.
Lizzie—Liz—zie Brad—ley-Lamson! LizTeel’ a desire for me. send me word.
rie Bradley? Lamson! The perplexed
And I will come to you.”
Scotch Bulls.
look deepened to a frown of pain and
That was the eud of my engagement.
Two Scotchmen were discussing the
trouble. He had found her name, and
It lasted just two days, and when it
relative merits of churchyards and
as he drifted further and further from
was broken it was the greatest relief
consciousness he'earried her came with cemeteries when one of them boldly
of my life, t love things, but not in
him back to little boyhood, tangling it expressed Ids aversion to the latter
that way. Just now I lavish ail my
with his brother's, but never losing It burial places in the remark. "I'd ralthbeing on a girl; in a month I may love
entirely again. Lizzie Bradley-Lamson er no dee ava than be buried in sic a
a boy; next a doe or a cat. but never
—tie careful Davy—another said not to place." To which his crrrp*:* !o:i retort• man.
ed. “Wee!, if I'm rpar. 1 !:i life ta*
go so near the bonfire—but he did. doe,
BEVERLY WOfrTHINOTON.
the careless one—and now he was health. I'll gang naewuere else.”
—
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ALL HAIL PE-RU NA.
Case of

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Artnur Wood Stanley and Mias Charlotte A. Chapman were married June 1 at
the home of P. D. Gilley, by Rev. E. E.

n#

A

STOMACH CATARRH.

Harris, pastor of the Baptist church.
The family of P. D. Gilley, agent for the
Eastern Steamship Co., returned Sunday
from a visit with Mrs. Gilley’s mother at
Manset. Their little girls are recovering
nicely from their recent illness.
There are not many very old people in
Northeast Harbor, but there are at least
two who are exceptionally smart for their
Hannah Smallidge,
aged
years. Mrs.
eighty-five, is finishing a silk quilt that
will doubtless be one ol the features at the
coming industrial exhibit. The needlework
would be a credit to the fingers and eyes
of a girl. Louis Holmes, who lives with his
daughter. Mrs. Atherton, is well into hit
eighty-eighth year. He has a garden that
is a model. Last week he spent with his
sister at Southwest Harbor.
The services of the Union church assobegin Sunday, July 7, the first
preacher being Rev. Prof. W. A. Brown, of
Union theological seminary, New York
city, who has a summer home at Heal
Harbor. The Baptist Sunday school will
continue to meet st the close of the morning service, and there will be preaching by
Mr. Harris each Sunday evening and a
ciation will

MIm

ire

Mr. H. J. uenosmu, Oakland,
Neb,
write*:
“I waited before writing to yon a root
my dckneee, cetarrb of the atomach,
which 1 had over a year ago.
“There were people who told me It
would not stay eared, but I an: sure
that I am cared, for I do not fwl any
More 111 effects, have a good appetite and
am getting fat.
“So 1 am, and will say to all, I am
cared for good.
“1 thank yon for yoar kindness,
••Perume will be airborne medicine

Rev. G. C. Creseey, D. D., of the Universalist church, Bangor, and President Kush
Rhees, D. D., of Rochester university,
Rochester, N. Y,

July

1.

Myrtle

One

of catarrh of the ttomach, titer
•offering for four years and doctoring without effect. In common with
other grateful ones who have bees
benefited by your discovery, 1 say,
All ball to Parana."

prayer meeting on Wednesday evening.
Amor.g the new men who will be heard in
this season’s Union church services

Mary O’Brien,

Are., Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:
••Parana cared me In five wtekt

SPEC.
_

OBITUARY.

Alden Hale Jordan was born in Ellaworth. Oct. 18,1829, and died at Northeast
Harbor, June 16 last, at the age of

seventy-seven years, seven months and
twenty-nine days.
When about nine years old he came to
Mt. Desert with his father, his mother
having died w hen be was a small child. hereafter."
Catarrh of the stomach Is also known
When nearly twenty-one years old he
married Mercy Stephens at Mount Desert In common parlance aa dyspepsia, gasand after a few years* residence in Boston tritis and Indigestion. No medicine will
of any permanent benefit except it
home for the summer.
returned to Mt. Desert, where he con- be
removee the catarrhal condition.
tinued
to
live
till
son
appointed
light-keeper
writh
Arthur,
Mrs. Irving Coggins,
Nerve us DeMIty.
of Malden, Maas., is expected Thursday to at Baker’s Island lighthouse, where he reMlse Irene Smith, 10 Minnesota Art,
mained
more
than
sixteen
Mrs.
her
years.
with
mother,
spend the summer
Randle Highlands, Washington, D. c,
During this period of his life a very
Rnfus Laws.
writes:
sorrowful
came to him.
For
it
experience
Misses Carrie.lEdith and Gertrude Foaa,
“Parana cared me of catarrh of the
was here that he lost his wife, also
a
Rena and Myra Springer were at Stratton
head and stomach and nervous debility
of age, and a son,
nineteen
daughter,
years
and Springer’s camp at Marlboro a few
from which I a offered for two years."
ten years old. But although these sucdays last week. All report a very pleasant cessive bereavements were to him a
great
outing.
affliction, yet be was greatly comforted by gins, who attended the grand chapter in
C.
July 1.
the fact that still he had a happy home. Portland recently. All are pruud to know
For of his two sons, Alden W. lived at Isles- that the grand worthy matron of Maine
MARIA VILLE.
tor this year is Mrs. Elisabeth Leach, of
ford, and George W. was still with him,
Bar Harbor, and grand Ruth ia Mrs. Kate
Charlie Frost is in poor health. All hope and hia
daughter Dora kept hia houae.
for hia speedy recovery.
Mr. Jordan had an intenae affection for Pray, of Sometville. Mt. I)wrt inland ia
Herbert Newman’s family has gone to his children, and felt the fullest assurance not behind, if it ia isolated :o a certain
Otter Creek for a short visit.
that their love for him was equally strong. extent.
The literary entertainment included a
2 Schools in'districts Nos. 1 and 2 held a And he always seemed happy in the con- farce entitled “The GoaaipertT’. by three
sciousness that there was among the
picnic Friday. All report a fine time.
1 of the
gifted sisters, which caused much
members of his family
an
unlimited
Hollis Carter has gone to Bluehill to
merriment. A reading by another sister
measure of confidence, good-will and love
visit relatives. He was accompanied by
brought smiles to the faces of the audifor one another.
Harold|Buzzell.
ence.
The musical part of the entertainAfter a service of more than sixteen
Linwood Hoyt and family, of Lawrence,
ment had to be omitted, as some of the
years at Baker’s Island he was transferred
came
here
members who were to take part were not
Mass., are in town. Mr. Hoyt
to Bear Island light station and remained
his health. Mrs.
a few weeks ago for
present.
there sixteen years.
Hoyt and two children joined him here
Light refreshments had been prepared
During his period of service as lightand with the exception of two or three
Saturday.
keeper he met many of the distinguished
Mrs. Rose Has lam died Saturday after- people who visit Mt. Desert, and was sisters, there was great surprise when two
noon, after a
long illness. Funeral ser- much respected and liked by them, for he kinds of delicious ice-cream w ere brought
in. It seems that the women of sk>uthvices were held at the home of her father, was generous and
hospitable, and hia
if
Stephen |Rankin, Monday. Ida Garland cheerful and sociable manner made him west Harbor can keep a secret, even
there are more than one in it. All went
officiated. Interment at Aurora.
companionable and much liked by all
home in “the calm after the storm", feelS.
w ith whom he came in contact.
July 1.
enterWhen quite young he made profession ing well pleased with the evening
will be on
NORTH BVCKSPORT.
of
and
a
church. tainment. The next meeting

Mansfield, Mass., where she has been
teaching.
The ladies’ aid society will hold an icecream sociable at town
hall, Thursday
evening, July 4.
Mrs. Mary Abbott, who has spent the
past winter in Lawrence, Mass., is at her

_

religion,

George M. Curtis,

this place,
but for many years a resident of Bangor,
where he was connected with the Washburn mill, died Sunday, aged sixty-five
years. The body was brought here for ina

native of

terment.

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Stella Boston Swan, of Brooklyn,
N. V., came July 1, and is occupying her
cottage.
_

Invest in brains. Every scholar adds
something to the riches of a commonwealth.
Wife—I hope, doctor, that you may be
able to do something for Henry. Physician—What is the nature of his complaint ? W ife— He is forever worrying
about money.
Physician (grimly) —I
think I can relieve him of that.
What boons dear old nature brings us!
In a thousand little nooks and corners of
the woods and mountains one finds what
he is seeking. Little places where no one
cares, where the sea murmurs and moans
on a rocky shore, where the wild ocean
winds bring their soft whisperings from
afar, where the deep forest's heart is full
of fascinating vistas, where two can wander and be quite alone, where the twilight
will keep the secret, where the perfumed
breath of the evening hour is full of sweet
and soft suggestion.

Sfi&ntiscmtnts.
SUMMER RHEUMATISM
Palatal

Fern
Coates

Many people

at

the

In Hot
are

Disease

that

Weather.

especially suscepti-

ble to rheumatism in the summer, due
to eating acid fruits, to sitting in a
draught when perspiring, or to other
causes.
These sufferers will be interested in knowing of
a
remedy for
rheumatism called Neuralgic Anodyne,
which la so uniformly successful that
It is sold by dealers everywhere, with
the understanding that the money will
be refunded, if it does not do all that
Is claimed for It.
Neuralgic Anodyne is used internally and externally, thus reaching the
nerve centres, and at the same time
absorbed through the pores of the
skin, eases the aching muscles and

throbbing

nerves.

All rheumatism

sufferers should try
Neuralgic Anodyne, and see the quick
relief they get.
A large bottle coats
but 25 cts.
Made by The Tv/ltchellChamplin Co., Portland, Me,

joined

Baptist

Tuesday evening, Sept.

He lived a life which was honest, upright and consistent with his Christian

profession.
Leaving Bear

M’KJNLEY.
Mrs. Leslie Wilson is visiting friends in
Portland and Lewiston.
Miss Msnde Chaffey will spend this

moved to
Northeast Harbor in 1899, and continued to
live there till the time of his death. Hia
daughter Dora always kept his house, and
via to him a constant companion as long
as

island,

he

in Gloncester, Msss.
John Bickford, of Gloucester, Mass., is
spending a few days in town.
week

he lived.

William Thurston has returned to Port-

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

land,

Dr. R. J. Lemont is enjoying a visit from
bis brother, from New Brunswick.

wife and

in tow n

on

returned

to

been
has

Bills are oot for a dance here Thursday
evening, July 1, under the management

of F. L. Manchester and L. A. Bunker.
A social dance was held in the hall here
Saturday evening. Music was furnished
and
by I. S. Kay, of Southwest Harbor,
Miss Lou Kichardson, ol this place.
AS°SJuly 1.

Southwest Harbor's Fourth of July
celebration will be chiefly a ball game
with the team from Bar Harbor.
last

employment.

Hawyer, who has
a lew days,
Jonesport.
David

bnsinesa for

Liston Smith, the “Live Yankee”, is
selling out his stock preparatory to a
change in his business.

arrived

when he has

Miases Annie Norwood and Della Black
are visiting frisnds on Swsn’s Island.

Miss Msry Snow, with Mias Orier, of tbe
Pratt institute, Brooklyn, N. Y., is st her
cottage for tbe season.

Several cottagers
among them being

Kith.

10.

week,

Joseph Cooper, Jr.,
children, and tbe Meade family,

__

from Boston.

BAR HARBOR.

The Y. W. C. T. U. held s pleasant lawn
party on the library grounds Friday evening, J une 28. Ice-cream and candy were
served under the mellow light of Chinese

The Bar Harbor savings bank, a ne» corhi*1"
poration, has opened its doors for
neas.
The officers are: William H. Gher'ice*
man, president; Samuel J. Clement,
w.
president; Frank E. Walls, treasurer; iH. Sherman, S. J. Clement, Frank
Allen.
Walla, Henry A. Brown. Charles F.
Mark
Capt. E. P. Dickson, Fred A. Gnnva.
Perlinsky, Oscar D. Wentworth, directory

lanterns.

The Baptist society has extended a call
Rev. James A. Thoms, of Vermont, to
become pastor of the church at Manset.
He has fitted up the parsonage and will
bring here his wife and seven children.

to

aubtrtiwmnus.

Miss Beatrice Carroll has returned from
the Houlton academy, where she won high
honors, taking the junior prize for beet
delivery of original essay. Her sister,
Mrs. Seth Thornton, came with her for a
month’s visit.

HEADACHE
SK?

Mr. Kennedy, one of the chief
proof the Mt. Desert Transit Co., was
in town Saturday, expressing himself as
well pleased with the site for the terminus
station, and assuring Southwest Harbor
citizens that within two years the electric
road will be running.
Jnly L
Spray.
moters

FOR

STARS.

Jephthah chapter, O. E. 8., held an interesting meeting Tuesday evening, June
26, it being the last one before the summer vacation of two months.
A special
programme had been prepared. In spite
the electrical storm quite a number
gathered in the chapter room.
After the usual work,
interesting reports were listened to from Worthy Matron Mrs. Lida
Cousins, and Nellie

_

<

„„

If the stomach is allowed to
su
order, the whole system
To enjoy life the stomach mu?
is
tenderly cared for, and there
remedy" that acts so benenciadv
“L. F Atwood’s Bitters. They quickly
adjust the illness and set you right.
all druggists, 33c.
of

of

Hig-

INDIGESTION

Monroe, Me, Sept, to,
“I have uaed ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitn
ten in my family for years and
tor
they are almoat an instant cure
headache and indigestion. I alw
keep them on hand.”
Youn truly, L. A. Colson.

__
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